First Things First:
Discovering Your Karma Mission and Purpose in Life

by Angela Sherice

Chapter 13
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

How Compatible Are
YOU
with
YOU?

Unlike in Chapters 7-11 (on pages 111, 119, 122, 126 and 132), in this
chapter, the focus is not on diluted vs concentrated signs.
Here, we are looking at your sun, moon and rising sign, however, you
can use either the diluted side of your sun, moon and rising OR the concentrated
side of your sun, moon & rising. Because regardless the side, it is all a balanced
part of your personological makeup. (Turn back to page 136 and re-read the
bold print). That is the reason why on pages 108-133 (chapters 7-11, pages 111,
119, 122, 126, and 132); no matter the diluted or concentrated sun sign, diluted or
concentrated moon sign, or the diluted or concentrated rising sign; it is balanced
with a totality of 6-that is: 3 diluted + 3 concentrated signs. That totality is a total
3 thinking signs + 3 feeling signs (as explained back on page 136 in the bold
print).
As explained in pages 96-104, “Planets” in the constellation are
representative of the characteristics imbedded within each human being on
earth-our “community.” Positive [and particularly of negative] within our own
earthly community, we tend to form opinions and beliefs about each other
without personally knowing one another. Ignorance (to not know/have
knowledge of or about) breeds prejudice. This “prejudice” creates blocked
energy, which in turn, creates conflict-as long as we remain “ignorant” about
one another here on earth.
Astrologically and personologically speaking, unfortunately, this
blocked energy can never become unblocked. Because your astrological chart
simply is what it is (and can’t be changed).
I’ll explain:
Because there is a sun, moon and rising sign within your astrological
makeup, it is quite possible that all constellations within you (your sun + moon +
rising signs) may not be “harmonious.” That is why it is very important to know
what your sun, moon and rising signs are-so that you are able to work with
yourself-to help you understand the reason(s) for this blocked energy that
create: strain, turbulence or disharmony.
On the other side of that though, there are some people with harmonious
sun sign + moon sign + rising signs.
If your sun, moon and rising signs are harmonious, you still need to
know what to do to maintain this harmony-as all relationships (no matter how
harmonious), require maintenance in order to work. It’s no different than the
work it takes to lessen disharmony, turbulence or strain.
There is nothing we can do to change the placements of the planets and
constellations in the heavens anymore than we can change their placement
during our birth (from whence our natal birth charts are derived). The only thing
we can do is study, learn and know them so that we can see what place they
have in our lives, and from there; work with and respect it-simple as that.
As we already know, the heavens rotate but even when they do, they
still remain certain degrees apart, which too, is a contributor to the reason for
harmony, strain or turbulence here on earth (between us and within ourselves).
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Learning the placement of your planet (Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune or Pluto) within your constellation (Aries, Taurus,
Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius or
Pisces) is especially important to know about if they are placed at a turbulent/
strenuous/disharmonious degree. Why? Because it is your (sun + moon + rising)
chart = you (astrologically/personologically).
As explained in the prologue, there are things that separate us:
geography, race, color, religion, nationality, etc. Sometimes, these “degrees of
separation” apart can make us “ignorant” to that which is not “like” us. And as
a result, how we relate to one another can be harmonious or disharmonious. In
the heavens, planets and constellations are “degrees apart” like that (just the
same).
Our birth chart is a result of how we fell into their placement at the time,
day and year of our birth. Have you ever heard the quote: “anything born at a
particular moment in time will have the qualities of that moment in time?” That’s
basically what “astrology” is. It’s an intuitive science of study about a moment in
time that you and I “fit” into. The science and study of it super cedes us. But
per our placement (planets & constellations) it is believed that some aspects of
our personality are like that of the science. Obviously other factors such as our
environment, the way we were raised, our social class/socio-economic persons
etc., play a part in who we are as persons, but it is believed that astrology (and
our placement in it) does as well-factors as such as reasons why we are ha
rmonious or disharmonious .
With regard to this “Self-Compatibility” chapter, I will show you where
your: sun+ moon + rising sign’s are harmonious or disharmonious. Just like in life
where there is disharmony, there are steps we can take to bring about some
semblance of harmony by being who we are, changing who we are, or adding
light or positivity places where disharmony, dark or negative resides.
So, in this chapter, where disharmony is within the combination of your
sun + moon + rising sign; you may refer back to Chapter 3/page 82-91 to see
the light side and dark side characteristics for your sun sign, your moon sign and
your rising sign.
Also, (on page VII) in reviewing Table of Content’s chapters 7, 8, 9, 10,
11 12; you can clearly see reasons why (or why not) your sun + moon + rising
sign are harmonious. Because of Water + Earth -vs. Air + Fire | Masculine vs. Feminine | Dynamic -vs. Strategic | Positive -vs. Negative | Abstract/
Extroverted/Odd -vs. Concrete/ Introvert/Even | Subject Feelers -vs.
Objective Thinkers.
...It’s all right there under that part of the Table of Contents.
Carefully review which signs fall and fit into each, and you will fully
understand why the harmony or disharmony with of your sun + moon + rising
sign where your (astrological) “Self-Compatibility”is concerned.
Have fun:
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(1-1) Pattern of CONJUNCTION.
This 1-1 pattern is 2 planets/same constellation, 0 º apart and could be
just as harmonious or just as turbulent turbulent, if within your sun, moon and
rising sign; two of the three signs are:
Aries | Aries
Taurus | Taurus
Gemini | Gemini
Cancer | Cancer
Leo | Leo
Virgo | Virgo
Libra | Libra
Scorpio | Scorpio
Sagittarius | Sagittarius
Capricorn | Capricorn
Aquarius | Aquarius
Pisces | Pisces

But since you have a sun, moon and rising sign; a third astrological sign
is going to have to fit into this equation.
Here is a list of third signs that thicken the harmony (or thicken the
turbulence) within this 1-1 pattern.
Aries | Aries
3rd sign: Leo or Sagittarius or Gemini or Aquarius <--(see EXAMPLE below)
Taurus | Taurus 3rd sign: Virgo or Capricorn or Cancer or Pisces
Gemini | Gemini 3rd sign: Libra or Aquarius or Leo or Aries
Cancer | Cancer 3rd sign: Pisces or Scorpio or Taurus or Virgo
Leo | Leo
3rd sign: Aries or Sagittarius or Libra or Gemini
Virgo | Virgo
3rd sign: Taurus or Capricorn or Cancer or Scorpio
Libra | Libra
3rd sign: Gemini or Aquarius or Leo or Sagittarius
Scorpio | Scorpio 3rd sign: Cancer or Pisces or Virgo or Capricorn
Sag | Sag
3 rd sign: Leo or Aries or Libra or Aquarius
Cap | Cap
3 rd sign: Taurus or Virgo or Pisces or Scorpio
Aqu | Aqu
3 rd sign: Gemini or Libra or Aries or Sagittarius
Pisces | Pisces
3rd sign: Cancer or Scorpio or Taurus or Capricorn
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In this 1-1 pattern, if that third sign is incompatible, then this vibration is
disharmonious.
Aries | Aries if 3rd sign is: Canc, Pisc, Scorp, Cap, Tau or Virg = “disharmonious”
(but if the 3rd sign is LIBRA-see upcoming 7-7 pattern pages 153-157)

Tau | Tau

if 3 rd sign is: Leo, Sag, Aries, Aqu, Libra or Gem = “disharmonious”
(but if the 3rd sign is SCORPIO-see upcoming 7-7 pattern pages 153-157)

Gem | Gem

if 3rd sign is: Virg, Tau, Cap, Canc, Pisc, Scorp = “disharmonious”
(but if the 3rd sign is SAG-see upcoming 7-7 pattern pages 153-157)

Can | Can

if 3rd sign is: Aries, Sag, Leo, Lib, Gem, Aqu = “disharmonious”
(but if the 3rd sign is CAP-see upcoming 7-7 pattern pages 153-157)

Leo | Leo

if 3rd sign is: Scorp, Pisc, Canc, Tau, Vir, Capr = “disharmonious”
(but if the 3rd sign is AQU-see upcoming 7-7 pattern pages 153-157)

Virgo | Virgo if 3 rd sign is: Sag, Leo, Aries, Gem, Lib, Aqu = “disharmonious”
(but if the 3rd sign is PISCES-see upcoming 7-7 pattern pages 153-157)

Libra | Libra if 3rd sign is: Cap, Tau, Vir, Canc, Pisc, Scorp = “disharmonious”
(but if the 3rd sign is ARIES-see upcoming 7-7 pattern pages 153-157)

Scorp | Scorp if 3rd sign is: Aqu, Gem, Lib, Aries, Sag, Leo = “disharmonious”
(but if the 3rd sign is TAU-see see upcoming 7-7 pattern pages 153-157)

Sag | Sag

if 3rd sign is: Pisc, Canc, Scorp, Tau, Cap, Vir = “disharmonious”
(but if the 3rd sign is GEM-see upcoming 7-7 pattern pages 153-157)

Cap | Cap

if 3rd sign is: Lib, Aqu, Gem, Leo, Aries, Sag = “disharmonious”
(but if the 3rd sign is CANCER-see upcoming 7-7 pattern pages 153-157)

Aqu | Aqu

if 3rd sign is: Scorp, Pisc, Canc, Tau, Vir, Cap = “disharmonious”
(but if the 3rd sign is LEO-see upcoming 7-7 pattern pages 153-157)

Pisces | Pisces if 3rd sign is: Gem, Lib, Aqu, Ari, Leo, Sag = “disharmonious”
(but if the 3rd sign is VIRGO-see upcoming 7-7 pattern pages 153-157)
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(2-12) Pattern of Growth
Remember at the very beginning of this compatibility chapter (page138/
paragraphs 4-6) we talked about “neighborly” relationships due to proximity/
closeness where I stated: “if we become familiar with anyone in our
neighborhood/apartment building, it is usually the one(s) who live closest
to us and especially the ones who live right next door…”
This 2-12 pattern is two planets, 45º apart from each other. Although not
astrologically favorable, they could work but require sacrifice because signs/
pattern is of “out of step,” (like one foot on one step, and the other-on the step
below it). In this pattern, one has an understanding of the other due to proximity,
which is the reason the relationship can grow to be harmonious. This 2-12
pattern is harmonious, if within your sun, moon and rising sign; two of the three
signs are:
Aries | Taurus
Taurus | Gemini
Gemini | Cancer
Cancer | Leo
Leo | Virgo
Virgo | Libra
Libra | Scorpio
Scorpio | Sag
Sagittarius | Cap
Capricorn | Aqu
Aquarius | Pisces
Pisces | Aries

have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another due to proximity.
have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another due to proximity.
have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another due to proximity.
have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another due to proximity.
have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another due to proximity.
have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another due to proximity.
have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another due to proximity.
have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another due to proximity.
have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another due to proximity.
have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another due to proximity.
have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another due to proximity
have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another due to proximity.

But since you have a sun, moon and rising sign, a third astrological sign
is going to have to fit into this equation, so:
Since Aries and Taurus have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another
due to proximity, if the third sign is: CANCER, LIBRA, CAPRICORN, SCORPIO, AQUARIUS or
LEO, the compatibility of ARIES with AQUARIUS or ARIES with LEO, and the compatibility of
TAURUS with CANCER or TAURUS with CAPRICORN is helpful.
But if your three signs are: ARIES | TAURUS | SCORPIO, or ARIES | TAURUS | LIBRA,
these three-together (as sun, moon and rising signs) are disharmonious vibrations.
Since Taurus and Gemini have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another
due to proximity, if the third sign is: LEO, AQUARIUS, SCORPIO, PISCES, VIRGO or
SAGITTARIUS, the compatibility of TAURUS with PISCES or TAURUS with VIRGO and the
compatibility of GEMINI with LEO or GEMINI with AQUARIUS is helpful.
But if your three signs are: TAURUS| GEMINI | SCORPIO, or TAURUS | GEMINI | SAG,
these three-together (as sun, moon and rising signs) are disharmonious vibrations.
Since Gemini and Cancer have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another
due to proximity, if the third sign is: VIRGO, PISCES, SAGITTARIUS, CAPRICORN, ARIES or
LIBRA, the compatibility of GEMINI with ARIES or GEMINI with LIBRA, and the compatibility of
CANCER with VIRGO or CANCER with PISCES is helpful.
But if your three signs are: GEMINI | CANCER | SAG or GEMINI | CANCER | CAP, these
three-together (as sun, moon and rising signs) are disharmonious vibrations.
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Since Gemini and Cancer have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another
due to proximity, if the third sign is: VIRGO, PISCES, SAGITTARIUS, CAPRICORN, ARIES or
LIBRA,the compatibility of GEMINI with ARIES or GEMINI with LIBRA, and the compatibility of
CANCER with VIRGO or CANCER with PISCES is helpful.
But if your three signs are: GEMINI | CANCER | SAG or GEMINI | CANCER | CAP, these
three-together (as sun, moon and rising signs) are disharmonious vibrations.

Since Cancer and Leo have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another due
to proximity, if the third sign is: ARIES, CAPRICORN, LIBRA, TAURUS, SCORPIO and
AQUARIUS, the compatibility of CANCER with TAURUS or CANCER with SCORPIO, and the
compatibility of LEO with ARIES or LEO with LIBRA is helpful.
But if your three signs are: CANCER | LEO | CAPRICORN or CANCER | LEO | AQU,
these three-together (as sun, moon and rising signs) are disharmonious vibrations.

Since Leo and Virgo have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another due
to proximity, if the third sign is: TAURUS, SCORPIO, AQUARIUS, GEMINI, SAGITTARIUS or
PISCES, the compatibility of LEO with GEMINI or LEO with SAGITTARIUS, and the compatibility
of VIRGO with TAURUS or VIRGO with SCORPIO is helpful.
But if your three signs are: LEO | VIRGO | AQUARIUS, or LEO | VIRGO | GEMINI, these
three-together (as sun, moon and rising signs) are disharmonious vibrations.

Since Virgo and Libra have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another due
to proximity, if the third sign is: GEMINI, SAGITTARIUS, PISCES, ARIES, CAPRICORN or
CANCER, the compatibility of VIRGO with CAPRICORN or VIRGO with CANCER, and the
compatibility of LIBRA with GEMINI or LIBRA with SAGITTARIUS is helpful.
But if your three signs are: VIRGO | LIBRA | PISCES or VIRGO | LIBRA | ARIES, these
three-together (as sun, moon and rising signs) are disharmonious vibrations.

Since Libra and Scorpio have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another
due to proximity, if the third sign is: ARIES, CAPRICORN, CANCER, TAURUS, AQUARIUS or
LEO, the compatibility of LIBRA with AQUARIUS or LIBRA with LEO, and the compatibility of
SCORPIO with CANCER or SCORPIO with CAPRICORN is helpful.
But if your three signs are: LIBRA | SCORPIO | TAURUS or LIBRA | SCORPIO | ARIES,
these three-together (as sun, moon and rising signs) are disharmonious vibrations.
Since Scorpio and Sagittarius have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one
another due to proximity, if thethird sign is: TAURUS, LEO, AQUARIUS, GEMINI, PISCES or
VIRGO the compatibility of SCORPIO with PISCES or SCORPIO with VIRGO, and the compatibility
of SAGITTARIUS with LEO or SAGITTARIUS with AQUARIUS is helpful.
But if your three signs are: SCORPIO | SAG | TAURUS or SCORP | SAG | GEMINI, these
three-together (as sun, moon and rising signs) are disharmonious vibrations.
Since Sagittarius and Capricorn have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one
another due to proximity, if thethird sign is: GEMINI, PISCES, VIRGO, CANCER, ARIES or
LIBRA, the compatibility of SAGITTARIUS with ARIES or SAGITTARIUS with LIBRA, and the
compatibility of CAPRICORN with PISCES or CAPRICORN with VIRGO is helpful.
But if your three signs are: SAG | CAP | GEMINI, or SAG | CAP | CANCER, these threetogether (as sun, moon and rising signs) are disharmonious vibrations.
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Since Capricorn and Aquarius have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one
another due to proximity, if the third sign is: CANCER, ARIES, LIBRA, TAURUS, LEO or
SCORPIO, the compatibility of CAPRICORN with SCORPIO or CAPRICORN with TAURUS, and
the compatibility of AQUARIUS with LIBRA or AQUARIUS with ARIES is helpful.
But if your three signs are: CAPRICORN | AQU | LEO, or CAP | AQU | CANCER, these
three-together (as sun, moon and rising signs) are disharmonious vibrations.

Since Aquarius and Pisces have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one
another due to proximity, if the third sign is: TAURUS, LEO, SCORPIO, GEMINI,
SAGITTARIUS or VIRGO, the compatibility of AQUARIUS with GEMINI or AQUARIUS with
SAGITTARIUS, and the compatibility of PISCES with TAURUS or PISCES with SCORP is helpful.
But if your three signs are: AQU | PISCES | LEO, or AQU | PISCES | GEMINI, these threetogether (as sun, moon and rising signs) are disharmonious vibrations.

Since Pisces and Aries have a neighborly relationship and understanding of one another due
to proximity, if the third sign is: GEMINI, SAGITTARIUS, VIRGO, LIBRA, CAPRICORN, or
CANCER, the compatibility of PISCES with VIRGO or PISCES with CANCER, and the compatibility
of ARIES with GEMINI or ARIES with SAGITTARIUS is helpful.
But if your three signs are: PISCES | ARIES | LIBRA or PISCES | ARIES | CAPRICORN,
these three-together (as sun, moon and rising signs) are disharmonious vibrations.
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(3-11) Pattern of Flow
This 3-11 pattern is 2 planets 60º apart from one another. It is
astrologically known as the “friendly” vibration and is harmonious if within your
sun, moon and rising sign; two of the three signs are:
Aries | Gemini
Aries | Aquarius
Taurus | Cancer
Taurus | Pisces
Gemini | Leo
Gemini | Aries
Cancer | Taurus
Cancer | Virgo
Leo | Gemini
Leo | Libra
Virgo | Cancer
Virgo | Scorpio
Libra | Leo
Libra | Sagittarius
Scorpio | Virgo
Scorpio | Capricorn
Sagittarius | Libra
Sagittarius | Aquarius
Capricorn | Scorpio
Capricorn | Pisces
Aquarius | Aries
Aquarius | Sagittarius
Pisces | Taurus
Pisces | Capricorn

But since you have a sun, moon and rising sign, a third astrological sign
is going to have to fit into this equation. The following compatible 3rd signs
maintain harmony within the 3-11 vibration:
Aries | Gemini 3rd sign: LEO or AQUARIUS
Aries | Aquarius 3rd sign: SAGITTARIUS or GEMINI
Taurus | Cancer 3rd sign: VIRGO or PISCES
Taurus | Pisces 3rd sign: CAPRICORN or VIRGO
Gemini | Leo
3rd sign: LIBRA or ARIES
Gemini | Aries 3rd sign: AQUARIUS or LEO
Cancer | Taurus 3rd sign: PISCES or VIRGO
Cancer | Virgo 3rd sign: SCORPIO or TAURUS
Leo | Gemini
3rd sign: ARIES or LIBRA
Leo | Libra
3rd sign: SAGITTARIUS or GEMINI
Virgo | Cancer 3rd sign: TAURUS or SCORPIO
Virgo | Scorpio 3rd sign: CAPRICORN or CANCER
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Libra | Leo
Libra | Sagittarius
Scorpio | Virgo
Scorpio | Cap
Sagittarius | Libra
Sagittarius | Aqu
Capricorn | Scorp
Capricorn | Pisces
Aquarius | Aries
Aquarius | Sag
Pisces | Taurus
Pisces | Capricorn

3rd sign: GEMINI or SAGITTARIUS
3rd sign: AQUARIUS or LEO
3 rd sign: CANCER or CAPRICORN
3rd sign: PISCES or VIRGO
3rd sign: LEO or AQUARIUS
3 rd sign: ARIES or LIBRA
3rd sign: VIRGO, PISCES
3 rd sign: TAURUS or SCORPIO
3rd sign: GEMINI or SAGITTARIUS
3 rd sign: LIBRA or ARIES
3rd sign: CANCER or CAPRICORN
3 rd sign: SCORPIO or TAURUS

It is not likely that all three of your sun, moon and rising signs will be
harmonious, unfortunately. Listed are the third signs that are disharmonious to
the 3-11 harmonious vibration:
Aries | Gemini
3rd sign: LIB, SAG, CANC, PISC, SCOR, TAU, CAPR, or VIR
Aries | Aquarius 3rd sign: LIB, LEO, CANC, PISC, SCOR, TAU, CAPR, or VIR
Taurus | Cancer 3rd sign: SCOR, CAPR, ARI, LEO, SAG, AQU, GEM or LIB
Taurus | Pisces 3rd sign: SCOR, VIRG, AQU, LIB, GEM, LEO, SAG, or ARI
Gemini | Leo
3rd sign: SAG, AQU, SCOR, PISC, CANC, TAU, CAPR, or VIR
Gemini | Aries
3rd sign: SAG, LIB, CANC, PISC, SCOR, TAU, CAPR or VIR
Cancer | Taurus 3rd sign: CAPR, SCOR, GEM, LIB, AQU, SAG, LEO, or ARI
Cancer | Virgo
3rd sign: CAPR, PISC, GEM, LIB, AQU, SAG, ARI, or LEO
Leo | Gemini
3rd sign: AQU, SAG, TAU, VIR, CAPR, CANC, SCOR or PISC
Leo | Libra
3rd sign: AQU, ARI, CANC, PISC, SCOR, TAU, VIR, or CAPR
Virgo | Cancer
3rd sign: PISC, CAPR, GEM, AQU, LIBRA, LEO, ARI or SAG
Virgo | Scorpio
3rd sign: PISC, TAU, SAG, ARI, LEO, AQU, LIB or GEMINI
Libra | Leo
3rd sign: ARI, PISC, PISC, SCOR, CANC, VIR, CAPR or TAU
Libra | Sagittarius 3rd sign: ARI, GEM, TAU, VIR, CAPR, CANC, PISC, or SCORP
Scorpio | Virgo
3rd sign: TAU, PISC, ARI, LEO, SAG, GEM, LIB or AQU
Scorpio | Cap
3rd sign: TAU, CANC, AQU, GEM, LIBRA, ARI, SAG, or LEO
Sagittarius | Libra 3rd sign: GEM, ARI, CANC, PISC, SCOR, TAU, VIR, or CAPR
Sagittarius | Aqu 3rd sign: GEM, LEO, CAPR, VIR, TAU, CANC, PISC, or SCORP
Capricorn | Scorp 3rd sign: CANC, TAU, GEM, LIB, AQU, LEO, SAG, or ARI
Capricorn | Pisces 3rd sign: CANC, VIR, ARI, LEO, SAG, AQU, LIB, or GEM
Aquarius | Aries 3rd sign: LEO, LIB, CANC, PISC, SCOR, VIR, CAPR or TAU
Aquarius | Sag
3rd sign: LEO, GEM, CANC, PISC, SCOR, TAU, CAPR or VIR
Pisces | Taurus
3rd sign: VIR, SCOR, ARI, SAG, LEO, AQU, LIB or GEM
Pisces | Capricorn 3rd sign: VIRG, CANC, AQU, GEM, LIB, ARI, LEO, or SAG
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(4-10) Pattern of Tension
This vibration, though not particularly harmonious. It could be a “power
connection.” (Review the Table of Content’s/chapter 12 on page VII. This will
help you see how).
Aries | Cancer
Taurus | Leo
Gemini | Virgo
Cancer | Libra
Leo | Taurus
Virgo | Gemini
Libra | Cancer
Scorpio | Leo
Sagittarius | Virgo
Capricorn | Aries
Aquarius | Taurus
Pisces | Gemini

or

Aries | Capricorn
Taurus | Aquarius
Gemini | Pisces
Cancer | Aries
Leo | Scorpio
Virgo | Sagittarius
Libra | Capricorn
Scorpio | Aquarius
Sagittarius | Pisces
Capricorn | Libra
Aquarius | Scorpio
Pisces | Sagittarius

This 4-10 pattern is 2 planets 90º apart from one another. Astronomically
speaking, the disharmony in this vibration would be because the planetary rays
are striking each other at a right angle; “crossing” one another.
But since you have a sun, moon and rising sign; a third sign is going to
have to fit into this equation. Let’s look at third signs that are disharmonious
with one or the other two signs:
Aries | Cancer
or
Taurus | Leo
or
Gemini | Virgo or
Cancer | Libra
or
Leo | Taurus
or
Virgo | Gemini
or
Libra | Cancer
or
Scorpio | Leo
or
Sagittarius | Virgo or
Capricorn | Aries or
Aquarius | Taurus or

Aries | Capricorn 3rd sign: LIBRA
Taurus | Aquarius 3rd sign SCORPIO
Gemini | Pisces
3 rd sign: SAGITTARIIUS
Cancer | Aries
3 rd sign: CAPRICORN
Leo | Scorpio
3rd sign: AQUARIUS
Virgo | Sagittarius 3rd sign: PISCES
Libra | Capricorn 3rd sign: ARIES
Scorpio | Aquarius 3 rd sign: TAURUS
Sagittarius | Pisces 3rd sign: GEMINI
Capricorn | Libra 3rd sign: CANCER
Aquarius | Scorpio 3rd sign: LEO

To understand the disharmony of this 4-10 pattern, review the Table of
Contents’ chapters 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 on page VII. This, too, will help you see
this “disconnection” and why. (Whereas the Table of Content’s chapter 12 can
help you see where it could be a harmonious connection).
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Other disharmonious combinations of this 4-10 Pattern:
Aries | Cancer

3rd sign: GEMINI or LEO or PISCES or SCORPIO

Aries | Capricorn

3 rd sign: GEMINI or LEO or TAURUS or VIRGO

Taurus | Leo

3rd sign: VIRGO or CAP or ARIES or SAG

Taurus | Aquarius

3 rd sign: 3 rd sign-VIRGO or CAP or GEMINI or LIBRA

Gemini | Virgo

3rd sign: AQUARIUS or LIBRA or TAURUS or CAP

Gemini | Pisces

3rd sign: AQUARIUS or LIBRA or CANCER or SCORPIO

Cancer | Libra

3rd sign: PISCES or SCORPIO or AQUARIUS or GEMINI

Cancer | Aries

3 rd sign: PISCES or SCORPIO or LIBRA or GEMINI

Leo | Taurus

3rd sign: ARIES or SAG or VIRGO or CAPRICORN

Leo | Scorpio
Virgo | Gemini

3rd signs: ARIES or SAGITTARIUS or PISC or CANCER
3rd sign: TAURUS or CAP or LIBRA or AQUARIUS

Virgo | Sagittarius 3rd sign: TAURUS or CAPRICORN or LEO or ARIES
Libra | Cancer

3 rd sign: AQUARIUS or GEMINI or PISCES or SCORPIO

Libra | Capricorn

3rd sign: AQUARIUS or GEMINI or TAURUS or VIRGO

Scorpio | Leo

3rd sign: PISCES or CANCER or ARIES or SAG

Scorpio | Aquarius 3rd sign: PISCES or CANCER or GEMINI or LIBRA
Sagittarius | Virgo 3 rd sign: ARIES or LEO or TAURUS or CAPRICORN
Sagittarius | Pisces 3 rd sign: ARIES or LEO or CANCER or PISCES
Capricorn | Aries

3rd sign: TAURUS or VIRGO or LEO or SAGITTARIUS

Capricorn | Libra

3 rd sign: TAURUS or VIRGO or GEMINI or AQU

Aquarius | Taurus

3rd sign: GEMINI or LIBRA or VIRGO or CAPRICORN

Aquarius | Scorpio

3 rd sign: GEMINI or LIBRA or PISCES or CANCER

Pisces | Gemini

3 rd sign: CANCER or SCORPIO or LIBRA or AQU

Pisces | Sagittarius

3 rd sign: CANCER or SCORPIO or LEO or ARIES
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(5-9) Pattern of Opportunity.
This 5-9 pattern of opportunity is 2 planets 120º apart from one another. It
is most harmonious of all patterns and is believed to be the “lucky”or dharmic
connection if within your sun, moon and rising sign; two of the three signs are:
Aries | Leo
Aries | Sagittarius
Taurus | Virgo
Taurus | Capricorn
Gemini | Libra
Gemini | Aquarius
Cancer | Scorpio
Cancer | Pisces
Leo | Aries
Leo | Sagittarius
Virgo | Taurus
Virgo | Capricorn
Libra | Gemini
Libra | Aquarius
Scorpio | Cancer
Scorpio | Pisces
Sagittarius | Aries
Sagittarius | Leo
Capricorn | Taurus
Capricorn | Virgo
Aquarius | Gemini
Aquarius | Libra
Pisces | Cancer
Pisces | Scorpio

...But, since you have a sun, moon and rising sign, a third astrological sign
is going to have to fit into this equation. Third signs that maintain the 5-9
vibration’s harmony are:
Aries | Leo
Aries | Sagittarius
Taurus | Virgo
Taurus | Capricorn
Gemini | Libra
Gemini | Aquarius
Cancer | Scorpio
Cancer | Pisces
Leo | Aries
Leo | Sagittarius
Virgo| Taurus
Virgo | Capricorn
Libra | Gemini
Libra | Aquarius
Scorpio | Cancer
Scorpio | Pisces
Sagittarius | Aries
Sagittarius | Leo
Capricorn | Taurus
Capricorn | Virgo
Aquarius | Gemini
Aquarius | Libra
Pisces | Cancer
Pisces | Scorpio

3rd sign: SAGITTARIUS or GEMINI
3 rd sign: LEO or AQUARIUS
3 rd sign: CAPRICORN or CANCER
3rd sign: VIRGO or PISCES
3rd sign: AQUARIUS or LEO
3 rd sign: LIBRA or ARIES
3 rd sign: PISCES or VIRGO
3rd sign: SCORPIO or TAURUS
3rd sign: SAGITTARIUS or GEMINI
3rd sign: ARIES or LIBRA
3rd sign: CAPRICORN or CANCER
3rd sign: TAURUS or SCORPIO
3rd sign: AQUARIUS or LEO
3 rd sign: GEMINI or SAGITTARIUS
3 rd sign: PISCES or VIRGO
3 rd sign: CANCER or CAPRICORN
3 rd sign: LEO or AQUARIUS
3rd sign: ARIES or LIBRA
3rd sign: VIRGO or PISCES
3 rd sign: TAURUS or SCORPIO
3 rd sign: LIBRA or ARIES
3rd sign: GEMINI or SAGITTARIUS
3 rd sign: SCORPIO or TAURUS
3 rd sign: CANCER or CAPRICORN
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It is not likely that all three (sun, moon and rising signs) will be
harmonious, unfortunately. Third signs that block energy of the 5-9 vibration’s
harmony is if the third sign is as follows:
Aries | Leo
3rd sign: LIBR, AQU, TAUR, VIRG, CAPR, CANC, SCOR or PISC
Aries | Sag
3rd sign: LIBR, GEM, TAUR, VIRG, CAPR, CANC, SCOR or PISC
Tau | Virgo
3 rd sign: SCOR, PISC, ARI, LEO, SAG, GEM, LIB or AQUA
Tau | Cap
3rd sign: SCOR, CANC, ARI, SAG, LEO, AQU, GEMINI or LIBRA
Gem | Libra
3rd sign: SAG, ARI, CANC, SCORP, PISC, TAUR, VIRG or CAPR
Gem | Aqu
3rd sign: SAG, LEO, CANC, SCORP, PISC, TAUR, VIRG or CAPR
Cancer | Scorp 3rd sign: CAPR, TAUR, LEO, SAG, ARIES, LIBR, GEMINI or AQU
Cancer | Pisc
3 rd sign: CAPR, VIR, LEO, SAG, ARIES, LIBRA, GEMINI or AQU
Leo | Aries
3 rd sign: AQU, LIBR, CANC, PISC, SCOR, TAUR, VIRG or CAPR
Leo | Sag
3rd sign: AQU, GEM, CANC, PISC, SCOR, TAUR, VIRG or CAPR
Virgo | Taurus 3rd sign: PISC, SCORPIO, LEO, SAG, ARI, GEM, AQU or LIB
Virgo| Cap
3 rd sign: PISC, CANC, LEO, SAG, ARIES, GEM, AQU or LIB
Libra | Gem
3rd sign: ARI, SAG, TAUR, VIRG, CAPR, LEO, or GEM
Libra | Aqu
3rd sign: ARI, LEO, TAUR, VIRG, CAPR, GEM or SAG
Scorp | Cancer 3rd sign: TAU, CAPR, ARI, LEO, SAG, LIB, GEM or AQU
Scorp | Pisces 3rd sign: TAU, VIR, ARIES, LEO, SAG, LIB, GEM or AQU
Sag | Aries
3rd sign: GEM, LIB, TAU, VIR, CAPR, CANC, PISC or SCOR
Sagittarius | Leo 3rd sign: GEM, AQU, TAUR, VIR, CAPR, CANC, PISC or SCOR
Cap | Taurus
3rd sign: CANC, SCOR, ARIES, LEO, SAG, LIB, GEM or AQU
Cap | Virgo
3rd sign: CANC, PISC, ARI, LEO, SAG, LIB, GEM or AQU
Aqu | Gem
3rd sign: LEO, SAG, TAUR, VIRG, CAPR, CANC, PISC or SCOR
Aqu | Libra
3 rd sign: LEO, ARI, TAUR, VIRG, CAPR, CANC, PISC or SCOR
Pisces | Cancer 3rd sign: VIR, CAPR, ARIES, LEO, SAG, LIB, GEM or AQU
Pisces | Scorpio 3rd sign: VIR, TAU, ARI, LEO, SAG, LIB, GEM or AQU
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(6-8) Pattern of Confusion
This 6-8 pattern of confusion is 2 planets 135º apart from one another and is the
least-compatible vibration of all, because of possible conflicts, tension &
obstacles (due to the planetary/constellation placements).
Aries | Virgo
Aries | Scorpio
Taurus | Libra
Taurus | Sagittarius
Gemini | Scorpio
Gemini | Capricorn
Cancer | Sagittarius
Cancer | Aquarius
Leo | Capricorn
Leo | Pisces
Virgo | Aries
Virgo | Aquarius
Libra | Taurus
Libra | Pisces
Scorpio| Aries
Scorpio | Gemini
Sagittarius | Taurus
Sagittarius | Cancer
Capricorn | Gemini
Capricorn | Leo
Aquarius | Cancer
Aquarius | Virgo
Pisces | Leo
Pisces | Libra

Since you have a sun, moon and rising sign, a third astrological sign is
going to have to fit into this equation. This third sign adds to this disharmonious
vibration:
Aries | Virgo
3rd sign: ARIES or VIRGO
Aries | Scorpio
3rd sign: ARIES or SCORPIO
Taurus | Libra
3rd sign: TAURUS or LIBRA
Taurus | Sagittarius
3rd sign: TAURUS or SAGITTARIUS
Gemini | Scorpio
3 rd sign: GEMINI or SCORPIO
Gemini | Capricorn 3rd sign: GEMINI or CAPRICORN
Cancer | Sagittarius 3rd sign: CANCER or SAGITTARIUS
Cancer | Aquarius
3rd sign: CANCER or AQUARIUS
Leo |Capricorn
3rd sign: LEO or CAPRICORN
Leo | Pisces
3rd sign: LEO or PISCES
Virgo| Aries
3 rd sign: VIRGO or ARIES
Virgo | Aquarius
3rd sign: VIRGO or AQUARIUS
Libra | Taurus
3rd sign: LIBRA or TAURUS
Libra | Pisces
3rd sign: LIBRA or PISCES
Scorpio | Aries
3 rd sign: SCORPIO or ARIES
Scorpio | Gemini
3 rd sign: SCORPIO or GEMINI
Sagittarius | Taurus
3 rd sign: SAGITTARIUS or TAURUS
Sagittarius | Cancer
3rd sign: SAGITTARIUS or CANCER
Capricorn | Gemini
3rd sign: CAPRICORN or GEMINI
Capricorn | Leo
3rd sign: CAPRICORN or LEO
Aquarius | Cancer
3 rd sign: AQUARIUS or CANCER
Aquarius | Virgo
3rd sign: AQUARIUS or VIRGO
Pisces | Leo
3rd sign: PISCES or LEO
Pisces | Libra
3rd sign: PISCES or LIBRA
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Here are other combinations of the same (as previous page).
However, they are a little less disharmonious (as the combinations on
the bottom of the previous page).
Why? Because the third sign below (on this page) are opposite one of
the two signs. (We will discuss what “opposite” means with regard to one sign
being “opposite” the other in the next 7-7 Pattern on the following page).
Aries | Virgo 3rd sign: LIBRA or PISCES<-(Libra is opposite Aries & Pisces is opposite Virgo)
Aries | Scorp 3rd sign: LIBRA or TAU <-(Libra is opposite Aries & Taur is opposite Scorp)
Taurus | Libra 3rd sign: SCORP or ARIES <-(Scorp is opposite Taur & Aries is opposite Libra)
Taurus | Sag 3rd sign: SCORP or GEMINI <-(Scorp is opposite Taur & Gem is opposite Sag)
Gemini | Scorp 3rd sign: SAG or TAURUS <-(Sag is opposite Gem & Taur is opposite Scorp)
Gemini | Cap 3rd sign: SAG or CANCER <-(Sag is opposite Gem & Cancer is opposite Cap)
Cancer | Sag 3rd sign: CAP or GEMINI <-(Cap is opposite Cancer & Gem is opposite Sag)
Cancer | Aqu 3rd sign: CAPRICORN or LEO <-(Cap is opposite Canc & Leo is opposite Aqu)
Leo | Cap
3 rd sign: AQU or CANCER <-(Aqu is opposite Leo & Canc is opposite Cap)
Leo | Pisces 3rd sign: AQU or VIRGO <-(Aqu is opposite Leo & Virgo is opposite Pisc)
Virgo | Aries 3rd sign: PISCES or LIBRA <-(Pisc is opposite Virgo & Libra is opposite Aries)
Virgo | Aqu
3rd sign: PISCES or LEO <-(Pisc is opposite Virgo & Leo opposite Aqu)
Libra | Taurus 3rd sign: ARIES or SCORPIO <-(Aries is opposite Libra & Scor is opposite Tau)
Libra | Pisces 3rd sign: ARIES or VIRGO <-(Aries is opposite Libra & Virgo is opposite Pisc)
Scorpio | Aries 3rd sign: TAURUS or LIBRA <-(Tau is opposite Scor & Libra is opposite Aries)
Scorpio | Gemini 3rd sign: TAURUS or SAG <-(Tau is opposite Scor & Sag is opposite Gem)
Sag | Taurus 3rd sign: GEMINI or SCORPIO <-(Gem is opposite Sag & Scorp is opposite Tau)
Sag | Cancer 3rd sign: GEMINI or CAP <-(Gem is opposite Sag & Cap is opposite Canc)
Cap | Gemini 3rd sign: CANCER or SAG <-(Canc is opposite Cap & Sag is opposite Gem)
Cap | Leo 3rd sign: CANCER or AQUARIUS <-(Canc is opposite Cap & Aqu is opposite Leo)
Aqu | Cancer 3rd sign: LEO or CAPRICORN <-(Leo is opposite Aqu & Cap is opposite Canc)
Aqu | Virgo 3rd sign: LEO or PISCES <-(Leo is opposite Aqu & Pisc is opposite Virgo)
Pisces | Leo 3rd sign: VIRGO or AQUARIUS <-(Virgo is opposite Pisc & Aqu is opposite Leo)
Pisces | Libra 3rd sign: VIRGO or ARIES <-(Virgo is opposite Pisc & Aries is opposite Libra)
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(7-7) Pattern of OPPOSITION.
This 7-7 pattern of opposition is 2 planets 180º apart from one another.
Astrologically speaking, it can be harmonious or equally turbulent (which we will
elaborate on-on pages 154-157), if within your sun, moon and rising sign; two of
the three signs are:
Aries | Libra
Taurus | Scorpio
Gemini | Sag
Cancer | Capricorn
Leo | Aquarius
Virgo | Pisces
Libra | Aries
Scorpio | Taurus
Sag | Gemini
Capricorn | Cancer
Aquarius | Leo
Pisces | Virgo

…but since you have a sun, moon and rising sign, a third astrological
sign is going to have to fit into this equation. The following compatible third
sign “unblocks”[the possible] disharmony of this vibration:
Aries | Lib
Tau | Scorp
Gem | Sag
Canc | Capr
Leo | Aqu
Virg | Pisc
Lib | Aries
Scorp | Tau
Sag | Gem
Capr | Canc
Aqu | Leo
Pisc | Virgo

3rd sign: LEO, SAG, GEMINI or AQUARIUS
3rd sign: CAP, VIRGO, CANCER or PISC
3rd sign: AQUARIUS, LIBRA, LEO or ARIES
3 rd sign: PISCES, SCORPIO, TAU or VIRGO
3rd sign: SAG, ARIES, GEMINI or LIBRA
3rd sign: TAU, CAP, CANCER or SCORPIO
3rd sign: GEMINI, AQU, SAG or LEO
3 rd sign: CANCER, PISCES, VIRGO or CAP
3 rd sign: LEO, ARIES, AQUARIUS or LIBRA
3rd sign: TAU, VIRGO, PISCES or SCORPIO
3rd sign: GEM, LIBRA, ARIES or SAG
3rd sign: CANCER, SCORPIO, TAURUS, CAP

Listed are the third signs that are disharmonious in this 7-7 vibration:
Aries | Lib
3rd sign: CANCER
or CAPRICORN
or AQUARIUS
Tau | Scorp
3 rd sign: LEO
Gem | Sag
3rd sign: VIRGO
or PISCES
Canc | Capr 3 rd sign: LIBRA
or ARIES
Leo | Aqu
3rd sign: SCORPIO or TAURUS
Virg | Pisc
3rd sign: SAG
or GEMINI
Lib | Ari
3rd sign: CANCER or CAPRICORN
Scorp | Tau 3rd sign: LEO
or AQUARIUS
Sag | Gem
3 rd sign: VIRGO
or
PISCES
Capr | Canc 3rd sign: LIBRA
or ARIES
Aqu | Leo
3rd sign: SCORPIO or
TAURUS
Pisc | Virgo
3rd sign: SAG
or
GEMINI

Sneaking a quick peek (near midways from the top of page 185/the 2nd
chart) would help you clearly see why there’s possible friction in this vibration.
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In order for us to experience growth, we have to experience opposition.
We cannot go through life gliding by without being faced with it (an
obstacle, or two, or three)-that is how we evolve. Opposition is a life lesson that
tests our strength, our mental, emotional, and spiritual endurance and makes us
aware of our weaknesses as well as our strengths.
OUR SAMENESS:
1-1 Pattern of Awareness: Conjunction. It shows us our “sameness”the identical astrological sign-0º apart (see page 140).
THE IN-BETWEEN:
2-12-growth (see page 142).
3-11-flow (see page 145).
4-10-tension (see page 147).
5-9-opportunity (see page 149).
6-8-confusion (see page 151).
...are all patterns of awareness in between sameness and difference.
OUR DIFFERENCES:
7-7 Pattern of Awareness: Opposition. It shows us our differences-the
opposite astrological sign that is 180º apart (see page 153).
It’s not so much our sameness and likenesses that makes us aware, but
rather our differences-what opposes us. The operative word here is
“opposition.” That which opposes us will bring about awareness.
In astrology, the sign in the constellation that is 180º opposite yours is
what opposes you-what you are in essence. That is why it is important to know
where the two signs opposing one another are alike, and where they are
different, because they make up “you” (concentrated and diluted).
Example:
diluted (180% you)
concentrated (180% you)
CANCER <————sun—————> CAPRICORN..........(is opposite Cancer)
TAURUS <———moon—————> SCORPIO...................(is opposite Taurus)
VIRGO<————rising—————> PISCES........................(is opposite Virgo)

SIX DEGREES OF SEPARATION:
Six Degrees of Separation is the idea that (on average) every person is
approximately six steps away from any other person on Earth, like that of a
“friend of a friend;” connecting two people in six steps (or less).
Well, this next section, I will be talking about astrological opposition. It
can be compared to the theory of the Six Degrees of Separation concept
(somewhat) because that “astrological opposition” is the zodiac sign that is
exactly six zodiac signs apart from one another [like, see example above]. And
like with Six Degrees of Separation’s theory; you are about to see your
connection with the sign that is opposite and six signs apart from yours:
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Aries
+
Libra
Aries, the (1st sign of the zodiac), is concerned with all things having to
do with self-selfishly. Astrologically, he is placed 1st and naturally believes that all
things belong to him and are for him-only. His motto is “I am,” whereas Libra (the
7th sign of the zodiac), rather than being concerned with self; is concerned with
all things having to do with balance and equality within all relationships and
partnerships, concern for relationship, building bridges-and filling in the gaps of
them. His motto is “I seek.”
If you take a quick peek at the Table of Content’s chapters: 7-Element, 8Plight, 9-Energy, 10-Quality, and 11-Disposition; you see ways in which Aries and
Libra identify. Whereas if you look further down at chapter 12 the Instinct chapter,
you will see how Aries and Libra are opposed/opposite.
So if Aries and Libra are your sun and moon sign, or your moon and rising
sign, or your rising and sun sign; a third sign is going to have to fit into this
equation (sun+moon+rising sign). In considering astrological aspects (the degrees
of closeness or distance between constellations-as explained on pages 137-153),
you will find that the best (self) compatibility match (with having an Aries and a
Libra sun and moon sign, or your moon and rising sign, or your rising and sun
sign); is either another Aries or another Libra (see Pattern of Conjunction 1-1/page
140). With this addition, like a teeter-totter; that 3rd sign (another Aries or another
Libra) further adds to this 7-7 Pattern of Opposition even more so.
So what does that mean?
Opposing signs like Aries and Libra can do very well together or not so
well together, but think of that 3rd sign (another Aries or another Libra) as that
rock beneath a wooden teeter-totter further adding to harmony or disharmony.
Note: if you have Aries and a Libra sun and moon sign, or as moon and
rising sign, or as rising and sun sign, and your third sign is any other sign than
another Aries or Libra, view Patterns: 2-12, 3-11, 4-10, 5-9, and 6-8 to see why or
why not your Aries + Libra + (that 3rd sign) may or may not be harmonious in this
sun sign+moon sign+rising sign vibration.
The same goes for:
Taurus
+
Scorpio
nd
Taurus, the (2 sign of the zodiac), is possessive and concerned with all
the resources for himself (tight-fistedly). He is not about to give away or share his
resources. His motto is “I have,” whereas Scorpio (the 8th sign of the zodiac),
believes in shared and joint resources from others-yes-but also with others. His
motto is “I desire” (to have).
If you take a quick peek at the Table of Content’s chapters: 7-Element, 8Plight, 9-Energy, 10-Quality, and 11-Disposition; you see ways in which Taurus
and Scorpio identify. Whereas if you look further down at chapter 12 the Instinct
chapter, you will see how Taurus and Scorpio are opposed/opposite.
So if Taurus and Scorpio are your sun and moon sign, or your moon and
rising sign, or your rising and sun sign; a third sign is going to have to fit into this
equation (sun+moon+rising sign). In considering astrological aspects (the degrees
of closeness or distance between constellations-as explained on pages 137-153),
you will find that the best (self) compatibility match (with having Taurus and a
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Scorpio sun and moon sign, or your moon and rising sign, or your rising and sun
sign); is either another Taurus or another Scorpio (see Pattern of Conjunction 1-1/
page 140). With this addition, like a teeter-totter; that 3rd sign (another Taurus or
another Scorpio) further adds to this 7-7 Pattern of Opposition even more so.
So what does that mean?
Opposing signs like Taurus and Scorpio can do very well together or not
so well together, but think of that 3rd sign (another Taurus or another Scorpio) as
that rock beneath a wooden teeter-totter further adding to harmony or disharmony.
Note: if you have Taurus and a Scorpio sun and moon sign, or as moon
and rising sign, or as rising and sun sign, and your third sign is any other sign than
another Taurus or Scorpio, view Patterns: 2-12, 3-11, 4-10, 5-9, and 6-8 to see
why or why not your Taurus + Scorpio + (that 3rd sign) may or may not be
harmonious in this sun sign+moon sign+rising sign vibration.
The same goes for:
Gemini
+
Sagittarius
Gemini, (the 3rd sign of the zodiac) is mentally active, but these
philosophical and intellectual journeys are usually short, and quick and all over the
place, as is their element-air: restless. Gemini’s motto is “I think,” (in short terms/
trips) whereas Sagittarius (the 9th sign of the zodiac) is “I see.” Also
philosophical, Sagittarius’ wanderlust makes them more physically active
therefore, his journeys are longer. He is not so mentally restless as his opposite
(Gemini).
If you take a quick peek at the Table of Content’s chapters: 7-Element, 8Plight, 9-Energy, 10-Quality, and 11-Disposition; you see ways in which Gemini
and Sagittarius identify. Whereas if you look further down at chapter 12 the
Instinct chapter, you will see how Gemini and Sagittarius are opposed/opposite.
So if Gemini and Sagittarius are your sun and moon sign, or your moon
and rising sign, or your rising and sun sign; a third sign is going to have to fit into
this equation (sun+moon+rising sign). In considering astrological aspects (the
degrees of closeness or distance between constellations-as explained on pages
137-153), you will find that the best (self) compatibility match (with having
Gemini and a Sagittarius sun and moon sign, or your moon and rising sign, or your
rising and sun sign); is either another Gemini or another Sagittarius (see Pattern of
Conjunction 1-1/page 140). With this addition, like a teeter-totter; that 3rd sign
(another Gemini or another Sagittarius) further adds to this 7-7 Pattern of
Opposition even more so.
So what does that mean?
Opposing signs like Gemini and Sagittarius can do very well together or
not so well together, but think of that 3rd sign (another Gemini or another
Sagittarius) as that rock beneath a wooden teeter-totter further adding to harmony
or disharmony.
Note: if you have Gemini and a Sagittarius sun and moon sign, or as moon
and rising sign, or as rising and sun sign, and your third sign is any other sign than
another Gemini or Sagittarius, view Patterns: 2-12, 3-11, 4-10, 5-9, and 6-8 to see
why or why not your Gemini + Sagittarius + (that 3rd sign) may or may not be
harmonious in this sun sign+moon sign+rising sign vibration. The same goes for:
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Cancer
+
Capricorn
Cancer (the “mother of” and 4th sign of the zodiac)’ s concern is for
security and stability. Most all of what they do, see, think, obtain, live, breathe and
are, is gathered through intuition and by way of emotion-for their motto is “I feel,”
whereas Capricorn (the “father of” and the 10th sign of the zodiac)’s concern is
reputation, money and career: money first, family second. Cancer (his opposite)
sees it in the opposite order. The Capricorn way to achieving all the material things
is by way of social climbing which hence their motto: “I use.”
If you take a quick peek at the Table of Content’s chapters: 7-Element, 8Plight, 9-Energy, 10-Quality, and 11-Disposition; you see ways in which Cancer
and Capricorn identify. Whereas if you look further down at chapter 12 the
Instinct chapter, you will see how Cancer and Capricorn are opposed/opposite.
So if Cancer and Capricorn are your sun and moon sign, or your moon
and rising sign, or your rising and sun sign; a third sign is going to have to fit into
this equation (sun+moon+rising sign). In considering astrological aspects (the
degrees of closeness or distance between constellations-as explained on pages
137-153), you will find that the best (self) compatibility match (with having
Cancer and a Capricorn sun and moon sign, or your moon and rising sign, or your
rising and sun sign); is either another Cancer or another Capricorn (see Pattern of
Conjunction 1-1/page 140). With this addition, like a teeter-totter; that 3rd sign
(another Cancer or another Capricorn) further adds to this 7-7 Pattern of
Opposition even more so.
So what does that mean?
Opposing signs like Cancer and Capricorn can do very well together or
not so well together, but think of that 3rd sign (another Cancer or another
Capricorn) as that rock beneath a wooden teeter-totter further adding to harmony
or disharmony.
Note: if you have Cancer and a Capricorn sun and moon sign, or as moon
and rising sign, or as rising and sun sign, and your third sign is any other sign than
another Cancer or Capricorn, view Patterns: 2-12, 3-11, 4-10, 5-9, and 6-8 to see
why or why not your Cancer + Capricorn + (that 3rd sign) may or may not be
harmonious in this sun sign+moon sign+rising sign vibration.
The same goes for:
Leo
+
Aquarius
Leo (the 5th sign of the zodiac) is whose motto is: “I will,” is selfpromoting and concerned with all things having to do with self-opinion, and his
own interests-first-before the interests of others and groups, whereas, Aquarius
(the 11th sign of the zodiac whose motto is: “I know”) is concerned with group
association and interests directed toward mankind and humanity first-before his
own.
If you take a quick peek at the Table of Content’s chapters: 7-Element, 8Plight, 9-Energy, 10-Quality, and 11-Disposition; you see ways in which Leo and
Aquarius identify. Whereas if you look further down at chapter 12 the Instinct
chapter, you will see how Leo and Aquarius are opposed/opposite.
So if Leo and Aquarius are your sun and moon sign, or your moon and
rising sign, or your rising and sun sign; a third sign is going to have to fit into this
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equation (sun+moon+rising sign). In considering astrological aspects (the degrees
of closeness or distance between constellations-as explained on pages 137-153),
you will find that the best (self) compatibility match (with having Leo and a
Aquarius sun and moon sign, or your moon and rising sign, or your rising and sun
sign); is either another Leo or another Aquarius (see Pattern of Conjunction 1-1/
page 140). With this addition, like a teeter-totter; that 3rd sign (another Leo or
another Aquarius) further adds to this 7-7 Pattern of Opposition even more so.
So what does that mean?
Opposing signs like Leo and Aquarius can do very well together or not so
well together, but think of that 3rd sign (another Leo or another Aquarius) as that
rock beneath a wooden teeter-totter further adding to harmony or disharmony.
Note: if you have Leo and a Aquarius sun and moon sign, or as moon and
rising sign, or as rising and sun sign, and your third sign is any other sign than
another Leo or Aquarius, view Patterns: 2-12, 3-11, 4-10, 5-9, and 6-8 to see why
or why not your Leo + Aquarius + (that 3rd sign) may or may not be harmonious
in this sun sign+moon sign+rising sign vibration.
The same goes for:
Virgo
+
Pisces
Virgo (the 6th sign of the zodiac, whose motto is: “I analyze”) is analytical
and practical before validating anything, and has a objective and realistic view of
life. He is at a place in the house where there’s the need to be of service to others
and seeks to analyze and explore positive/negative experiences to make sense of
either, whereas Pisces (the 12th sign of the zodiac, whose motto is: “I believe”)
validates subjectively-by way of what they feel and believe. In comparison his to
Virgo opposite; Pisces has a subjective view of life, as it is through Pisces’
emotion and intuition that he/she process what Virgo analyzes.
If you take a quick peek at the Table of Content’s chapters: 7-Element, 8Plight, 9-Energy, 10-Quality, and 11-Disposition; you see ways in which Virgo and
Pisces identify. Whereas if you look further down at chapter 12 the Instinct
chapter, you will see how Virgo and Pisces are opposed/opposite.
So if Virgo and Pisces are your sun and moon sign, or your moon and
rising sign, or your rising and sun sign; a third sign is going to have to fit into this
equation (sun+moon+rising sign). In considering astrological aspects (the degrees
of closeness or distance between constellations-as explained on pages 137-153),
you will find that the best (self) compatibility match (with having Virgo and a
Pisces sun and moon sign, or your moon and rising sign, or your rising and sun
sign); is either another Virgo or another Pisces (see Pattern of Conjunction 1-1/
page 140). With this addition, like a teeter-totter; that 3rd sign (another Virgo or
another Pisces) further adds to this 7-7 Pattern of Opposition even more so.
So what does that mean?
Opposing signs like Virgo and Pisces can do very well together or not so
well together, but think of that 3rd sign (another Virgo or another Pisces) as that
rock beneath a wooden teeter-totter further adding to harmony or disharmony.
Note: if you have Virgo and a Pisces sun and moon sign, or as moon and
rising sign, or as rising and sun sign, and your third sign is any other sign than
another Virgo or Pisces, view Patterns: 2-12, 3-11, 4-10, 5-9, and 6-8 to see why
or why not your Virgo + Pisces + (that 3rd sign) may or may not be harmonious
in this sun sign+moon sign+rising sign vibration.
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Chapter 14
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The 12 Signs
of the
Zodiac

Aries
Symbol: The noble looking ram who samples all things around him. He is
brave because he knows not of danger ahead of him-he has to experience it for
himself, yet and still, he will come back around to test the waters-regardless the
outcome of the first test.
House & Motto: “I am” therefore I am: environmental experiences, the
physical self and personality. I am personal interests, ego and structure of the
physical self/physical body. I am the stage where the character mask is worn. I
am firstborn and my approach to the world is like that of an infant. “I am” because
I am all that I am aware of-which, like an infant, is why I am selfish by nature.
My house is FIRST & because I am first, everything is about Me! Me!
Element: Fire is light and heat and is in a class by itself (not a gas, a
liquid or a solid). It is Combustive-seen and felt. Even alone, fire is violent and acts
with great physical force. It reacts with even greater force at interaction with it,
and fights wildly so that it may not be put out. It creates action in hopes of getting
a reaction due to its inner motivations. It is passionate and immoderate-showing or
resulting from strong feeling. It is furious, extreme and intense-tending to distort
the meaning of whatever interacts with it. It is excited, agitated, energetic,
assertive, dynamic, enthusiastic, idealistic, self-projecting, and always looking for
challenges-thus taking action for the benefit of itself.
Fire is the will and the spirit within the individual that motivates them to
aggressive action. It is a physical element that is responsive through action and
inspiration.
Planets: Mars-INITIATIVE, COURAGE, PERSONAL DRIVE, ENERGY,
PASSION, AGGRESSION and EGO PROJECTION-motivation, physical energy
and stamina, boldness, freedom-loving, pioneering, tenacious, warrior ways,
fighter, fearless, independent, competitive, initiative, drive, passion, aggressive,
irate, exhibits action and directness in approach, able to lead, authoritative, tough,
violent, harsh, strong leader especially in crisis, desires, angers, has courage, is
egocentric, arrogant, materialistic, flamboyant, excitable, crusader, a positive &
lively response to all situations. Temperamental, reckless, sexually irresponsible,
foolhardy, wantonly destructive, impulsive, accident-prone, sensation-seeking,
self-indulgent, lacks forethought, selfish, quarrelsome, overhasty & boisterous
also:
Pluto-ELIMINATION, TRANSFORMATION, REDEMPTION,
EXTRASENSORY PERCEPTION, DARKNESS, DEATH, REGENERATION,
OBSESSION & TRANSCENDENCE OF THE EGO-rules drive, force & change.
Plight: “Masculine”: proactive and provoking, aggressive and active,
electric, spontaneous and self-expressive.
Energy: Dynamic energy is direct, rather than waiting for things to come
to it. It faces the world boldly and defiantly. It is dominant, aggressive,
extroverted, assertive, and confrontational.
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Quality: Optimistic, idealistic, positive and sanguine in nature, confident,
footloose and fancy-free, light-hearted, cheerful, forward-looking, progressive,
affirmative, cooperative, effective, impractical, constructive, useful, helpful,
serviceable, applicable, beneficial, gainful, good, salutatory, contributory, hopeful.
Disposition: Typically, odd numbered signs are extroverts. They tend to
focus their energies on things in and of the world outside themselves-they thrive
on and require energy from it while they contribute to it. Extroverts like action and
are usually verbally expressive and a very sociable people. They are most often
vociferous, forward, and extrospective. They like parties and are open and easy to
make friends. Extroverts much prefer to be active, active in that-they naturally
prefer to experience the world by being active in it. They need excitement and love
the hustle and bustle. They are risk-takers who tend to be impulsive-usually
neglecting (or refusing) to plan ahead. They are quick to answer, easy-going and
carefree with everyday matters in life. Extroverts prefer working in groupsbecause they need to have people to talk to, and for that reason-they do not like to
do any kind of concentrated efforts alone. They prefer a more unsystematic and
spontaneous way of life.
Instinct: Subjective (feelers) are receptive to the subject rather than the
object. They form opinions first, based on how they feel about an object and then
they observe (think) about the object-later. They react on what they feel rather than
what they think, as “feeling” is priority over thinking-to them. They do not process
objective thinking with ease, therefore it is easy for them to cope with feeling and
emotion rather than thought and deliberation.
Aries feels directly and overwhelmingly through provoking action to get a
reaction from their surroundings.
Dark Side: selfish ego, competitive, foolhardy, hot-headed,
uncontrollable, self-centered, opinionated, accident-prone, self-gratifying, always
putting himself first and wants everything now, quick tempered and impatient,
impulsive in action with no regard for consequences, pugnacious, a satirist,
thoughtless, aggressive, feisty, restless, inconsiderate, demanding and exhausting.
Light Side: enthusiastic, adventuresome, positive, enterprising,
courageousness, bold, highly energetic, has an adventurous spirit, fervent,
initiatory, spontaneous, direct in his approach, impulsive, instigating, lives in the
mind, freedom loving, hates restriction, free-spirited, has a heart-tugging
innocence, possesses blind faith, raw courage, assertive, innovative, optimistic,
enterprising, self-motivated, lively, & outgoing and excitable.
Virtue: Energy & passion
Vice: Selfishness ego
Nature: Initiating
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Taurus
Symbol: The tough bull, constantly charging and dashing at its opponentdisplaying a fiery temper that is slow to boil. The bull fights to the end. He does
not stop his charging and dashing and will not calm down unless he subdues his
opponent or the opponent subdues him. Either way, somebody has got to win and
somebody has got to lose when in to it with the Bull…
House & Motto: “I have” therefore I am: self-esteem and earning
abilities, I am finance, possessions and material things in life. I am security and
resources. I am what you value in life alongside your very own self up to and
including money.
I am the SECOND house, the baby of the bunch, who will kick and fight if
you try to take my things from me. My approach to the world is like that of a baby.
“I have” because all of my possessions belong to me and like a baby, I hold on to
them tightly because they are mine.
Everything I see that I want is mine. Everything that I have is Mine! Mine!
Element: Earth (a solid) is relatively firm, compact, hard, rigid, and
substantial. Alone, it is serious, not superficial or trivial. It is emotionally restrained
and deliberate, secretive, strategic, reflective, and cautious so that it may make
sound judgment, observation and evaluation. Earth is steady, fixed, stable, and
does not tremble or totter. It is constant, unwavering, unfaltering, solid, resistant
to pressure, and does not easily change its shape. Its responses are restrained-for
fear of insecurity. It seeks perfection through deliberation and discrimination;
untrusting of that which they cannot see, smell, touch, taste or hear.
Earth is practical and responsive by examining worthiness via tangibility.
Planet: Venus-HARMONY, UNISON, PERSONAL MAGNETISM,
COHESION, AESTHETICS, MELODY, RHYTHM, BALANCE, SYMMETRY,
ELEGANCE, TACTFULNESS & REFINEMENT-attraction, love, reveals capacity
for beauty, and love. Gentle, kind and tactful, adept in love and the social arts, is
poetic, artistic, socially graceful, lusty love of sex, money, resources and possessions. Appreciative of beauty, placid and refined, magnetic, warm, affectionate,
amorous, shrewd, perverse, promiscuous, sexual deviations, eccentric, melodramatic, alluring, unorthodox values, lazy, gushing, gaudy, vulgar, excessively
romantic, sensual, hedonistic, pleasure-seeking and pleasure giving, selfish,
explosive, obsessive, neurotic, compulsive sexual desires, sadistic
Plight: “Feminine”: reactive upon being provoked, non-aggressive,
magnetic, withdrawn and passive.
Energy: Strategic energy is indirect and understands what is needed to
attract it. It faces the world timidly and yieldingly. It is introverted, reflective,
reserved, nurturing, clinging, cringing, overemotional, mean-spirited, vindictive,
fussy, intuitive, and non confrontational.
Quality: Pessimistic, realistic, negative and melancholic in nature, lessconfident, depressed, opposed, contrary, inimical, at odds, dissident, doubtful,
dubious, unwilling, unenthusiastic, bleak, dark, fatalistic, jaundiced, gloomy, sober,
mushy, contemplative, pensive, meditative, solemn, heavy-hearted.
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Disposition: Typically, even numbered signs are introverts. Introverts
tend to focus their energies on things in and of the world for themselves, and do
not thrive on or require energy from it (in order to contribute to it). They do not
like a lot of action and are usually non-verbally expressive and not a very sociable
people. Introverts are most often quiet, retiring and introspective. They dislike
parties and (by their selection and choice) have few friends and are reserved and
distant except when in the company of those intimate friends. They prefer to be
less “active”-less active in that they like to “study” the world and all that is in and
of it without having to be active in it (because they tend to dislike excitement and
hustle and bustle). Introverts are typically not risk takers and instead, are very
calculating rather than impulsive. They are slow to answer, and prefer to do any
kind of concentrated efforts alone. They are not very easy-going and carefree with
everyday matters in life because they tend to take life matters very seriously. They
prefer working alone rather than in groups and prefer an organized and systematic
way of life.
Instinct: Objective (thinkers) are receptive to the object rather than the
subject. They are not influenced by personal feelings and instead; think of the
object while forming an opinion, as “thinking” is priority over feeling-to them.
They do not process subjective feeling with ease, therefore it is easy for them to
think and deliberate rather than cope with emotion and feeling.
Taurus thinks practically.
Dark Side: stubborn, hedonistic, materialistic, unreasonable, unbending,
immovable, possessive, obstinate, blind prejudice, lack of reason, resentful,
deliberate, violent tempered, too inclined to hang back, self-indulgent and lazy,
obsessed with routine, greedy, a potential bore, static as well as fixed with
opinions, lacking flexibility and originality, unwilling to accept change.
Light Side: steadfast, systematic, kind-hearted, persevering, musical,
loyal, deliberate, cautious, grounded, generous, sensuous, practical, productive,
strength of purpose, great inner strength, great sense of conviction, easygoing,
systematic, reliable, preserving, caring, artistic, kind-hearted, practical, reliable,
patient, adept in business, has strong powers of endurance, affectionate and
warm-hearted, trustworthy, strong-willed and solid, strong sense of values
especially in relation to the arts, persistent, determined, love of luxury and good
food, permanence
Virtue: Endurance
Vice: Possessiveness
Nature: Conservation
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Gemini
Symbol: The twins. Symbolic of the dual-natured energy associated with
the constellation Gemini, representative of the number two. Gemini is associated
with having a “Jekyll and Hyde” nature because only they can say one thing but
mean another and mean one thing but do another-like no one else can.
House & Motto: “I think” therefore I am: knowledge. I think in terms of
short distances such as local environments and the neighborhood. My mind is
always traveling but usually for short distances at a time. I think, so I
communicate. I think, so I project myself onto my early environment. I think, so I
am natural mental abilities and intellectual capacities, which all come easy for me.
Since I am the THIRD house, I represent the child: nosey and curious,
and because of this, everything I come in contact with sends my mental radar
buzzing, which causes me to talk too much about what I think.
Element: Air (a gas) is unseen but felt. It is able to fill up any container
that holds it, but needs to expand indefinitely. It is neither a: combustive, a solid, or
a liquid. Alone, it is flexible, aggressive, dynamic, mental, idealistic, extroverted,
communicative as well as mentally active. Air’s temperament seeks all that is
accessible and needs to seek interaction with all environments. Its physical state is
turbulent and causes disturbance through its movement. It is disorderly, unruly,
boisterous, agitated, and tumultuous. Air is responsive through intellect and mental
processes.
Planet: Mercury-MENTAL AND PHYSICAL DEXTERITY,
OBJECTIVITY, COMMUNICATION, RATIONAL THOUGHT, LOGIC, REASON,
SPEECH, LANGUAGE and LEARNING.-intelligence, mental activity,
communication. Reveals short journeys, the urge to acquire knowledge and
communicate it to others. Mercurial Gods share a dual nature: deceitful as well as
friendly. Quick witted, fast talking, chatty, informative, volatile and energetic.
Excellent in debate or argument, anxious, spontaneous, outspoken, enigmatic,
rational, clever, intelligent, inconsistent, meddlesome, a gossip, curious,
persuasive, over conscientious, overly intellectual, dualistic, manipulative,
forthright, lacks sense of purpose, rude, indiscriminate, uncontrolled nervous
energy bringing about mental strain and stagnation, argumentative, slick, cynical.
Plight: “Masculine”: proactive and provoking, aggressive and active,
electric, spontaneous and self-expressive.
Energy: Dynamic energy is direct, rather than waiting for things to come
to it. It faces the world boldly and defiantly. It is dominant, aggressive,
extroverted, assertive, and confrontational.
Quality: Optimistic, idealistic, positive and sanguine in nature, confident,
footloose and fancy-free, light-hearted, cheerful, forward-looking, progressive,
affirmative, cooperative, effective, impractical, constructive, useful, helpful,
serviceable, applicable, beneficial, gainful, good, salutatory, contributory, hopeful.
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Disposition: Typically, odd numbered signs are extroverts. They tend to
focus their energies on things in and of the world outside themselves-they thrive
on and require energy from it while they contribute to it. Extroverts like action and
are usually verbally expressive and a very sociable people. They are most often
vociferous, forward, and extrospective. They like parties and are open and easy to
make friends. Extroverts much prefer to be active, active in that-they naturally
prefer to experience the world by being active in it. They need excitement and love
the hustle and bustle. They are risk-takers who tend to be impulsive-usually
neglecting (or refusing) to plan ahead. They are quick to answer, easy-going and
carefree with everyday matters in life. Extroverts prefer working in groupsbecause they need to have people to talk to, and for that reason-they do not like to
do any kind of concentrated efforts alone. They prefer a more unsystematic and
spontaneous way of life.
Instinct: Objective (thinkers) are receptive to the object rather than the
subject. They are not influenced by personal feelings and instead; think of the
object while forming an opinion, as “thinking” is priority over feeling-to them.
They do not process subjective feeling with ease, therefore it is easy for them to
think and deliberate rather than cope with emotion and feeling.
Gemini thinks intellectually.
Dark Side: restless, overly intellectual, wordy, unfocused, nervous,
excitable, fickle, unable to control nervous energy, changeable, cunning and clever,
two-faced, inquisitive, inconsistent, superficial, a gossip, unemotional,
scatterbrained, easily influenced, indiscriminate, superficial, impatient, glib,
shallow, double-talking, unreliable, self-deceptive, nosey, devious, flighty,
secretive, far too flirtatious.
Light Side: versatile, exuberant, artistic, inspirational, authentically
communicative, youthful and up-to-date outlook and appearance, trendy, talkative
and amusing, spontaneous, adaptable, witty, logical, busy, lighthearted, cheerful,
intelligent, adaptable, mentally alert, excitedly extroverted, quick perception, uses
deductive reasoning, flexible, expressive, imaginative, interesting
conversationalist.
Virtue: Adaptability & versatility
Vice: Very cunning
Nature: Communicative
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Cancer
Symbol: The crab is a sea scavenger who mothers the bottom of the
ocean by keeping the waters clean. Its hard outer shell and sharp claws are its
protection for their soft interior against any harm. Their tentacles are their
antennas for the world around them. It is by way of their tentacles that they
process their surroundings-as they (above all constellations) are most sensitive and
in-tune to what’s done and undone-said and unsaid.
House &Motto: “I feel” therefore I am: your home, heritage, family life,
inner securities and psychological foundations of life. I am subjective qualities with
“motherly” instinctual patterns.
I am the FOURTH house, the adolescent who is going through puberty and
various emotional changes within my heart and mind. For that reason, what I feel
plays a big part in how I behave and react to my environment and because of this,
everything I feel is my reality.
Element: Water (a liquid) is: flowing, and able to change its shape rapidly
without separating under pressure. It is absorbent and takes up all parts of itself.
Alone, water is tranquil, calm, serene, placid, quiet, still, and free from
emotional disturbance or agitation. It is motionless, steady, and even. Still waters
run deep. Water is absorbs its environment by way of intuition. Its temperament
manifests itself into any vessel or container that will hold it-because it is formless.
Water is intuitive, secretive, reflective, sensing, feeling, as well as strategic
and responds through emotion and sensitivity.
(The moon): EMOTIONS, FEELINGS, FLUCTUATION, RESPONSE,
INSTINCT, SUBCONSCIOUS, RECEPTIVITY and INTUITIVE POWERS-it is
past, retentive and good memories, shrewd in business matters, subconscious
needs, receptivity, emotions, empathy, sympathy, passivity, patience, imagination,
sensitivity, reveals the feminine side of man and the mother/woman in women.
Instinctive, nurturing, maternal, curious, stimulating and influential, accessible,
improviser who assimilates experiences in detail, perfectionist, considerate, alert,
quick respondent, resilient, receptive, vivid imagination, fluent, aware, fastidious,
intolerant, pre-occupied with self, cynical, skeptical, thorough but
undemonstrative, fears insecurity, introspective, inquisitive, observant, shrewd,
discerning, strongly opinionated, analytical, discriminating, anal retentive, attentive
to detail, dexterous, rational, subtly affectionate, picks friends with care,
unconscious, associated with seduction and psychic ability, spells and magic. Is
moody, hypercritical, diffident, forgetful, high-strung, a pedant, interfering,
clannish, narrow-minded, frivolous, worrier, anxious, hysterical, stress-suffer,
submissive, self- deceptive, indecisive, prejudiced, escapist, inconsistent, vain,
careless, touchy, confused, diffusive, unstable, vulnerable to alcohol and drug
abuse, restless, dependent, needy, selfish, greedy, error-prone, vulnerable,
insecure, unreliable, gullible, over-defensive and reluctant to forgive.
Plight: “Feminine”: reactive upon being provoked, non-aggressive,
magnetic, withdrawn and passive.
Energy: Strategic energy is indirect and understands what is needed to
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attract it. It faces the world timidly and yieldingly. It is introverted, reflective,
reserved, nurturing, clinging, cringing, overemotional, mean-spirited, vindictive,
fussy, intuitive, and non confrontational.
Quality: Pessimistic, realistic, negative and melancholic in nature, lessconfident, depressed, opposed, contrary, inimical, at odds, dissident, doubtful,
dubious, unwilling, unenthusiastic, bleak, dark, fatalistic, jaundiced, gloomy, sober,
mushy, contemplative, pensive, meditative, solemn, heavy-hearted.
Disposition: Typically, even numbered signs are introverts. Introverts tend
to focus their energies on things in and of the world for themselves, and do not
thrive on or require energy from it (in order to contribute to it). They do not like a
lot of action and are usually non-verbally expressive and not a very sociable
people. Introverts are most often quiet, retiring and introspective. They dislike
parties and (by their selection and choice) have few friends and are reserved and
distant except when in the company of those intimate friends. They prefer to be
less “active”-less active in that they like to “study” the world and all that is in and
of it without having to be active in it (because they tend to dislike excitement and
hustle and bustle). Introverts are typically not risk takers and instead, are very
calculating rather than impulsive. They are slow to answer, and prefer to do any
kind of concentrated efforts alone. They are not very easy-going and carefree with
everyday matters in life because they tend to take life matters very seriously. They
prefer working alone rather than in groups and prefer an organized and systematic
way of life.
Instinct: Subjective (feelers) are receptive to the subject rather than the
object. They form opinions first, based on how they feel about an object and then
they observe (think) about the object-later. They react on what they feel rather than
what they think, as “feeling” is priority over thinking-to them. They do not process
objective thinking with ease, therefore it is easy for them to cope with feeling and
emotion rather than thought and deliberation.
Cancer feels indirectly and subtly, through intuition, and eliciting reaction
from their surroundings.
Dark Side: changeable, moody, insecure, oversensitive, manipulative,
hypersensitive, touchy, snappy tempered, hard exterior that hides a weak/cowardly
interior, self-pitying, unforgiving, too easily flattered, untidy, emotionally unstable,
clinging, paranoid, overbearing, needy, over-emotional, dependent, messy, stingy,
irritable melancholic, possessive, emotionally insecure, too hermit-like, terrible
possessive of their kids when they grow up.
Light Side: tenacious, sensitive, sympathetic, caring, sustaining, nurturing,
patient, kind, powerful imagination, strong maternal or paternal instinct, solicitous,
protective, cautious, shrewd, emotionally resourceful, an excellent homemaker, thrifty,
non-threatening, nurturing, empathetic, intuitive, reassuring, receptive imagination,
immensely psychic, tender, careful, soothing, warm and sensitive lover, home-loving,
marvelous parent.
Virtue: Intuition
Vice: Moodiness
Nature: Receptivity & emotion
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Leo
Symbol: The Lion. The courageous female king of the jungle who does all
the hunting while the males just lure the prey to the females but insist on eating
first-no matter what.
House & Motto: “I will” therefore I am: your creativity, your children, a
risk-taker and promiscuous in the name of romance. I am artistic expression and
outward expression of talents and capabilities, games and speculation, pleasure and
risk. I am love-affairs with which I will gamble with for love and/or money.
I am the FIFTH house-the teenager; authoritative, egotistical, daring &
wild. What you won’t do, I will, which is how I react to my environment.
Element: Fire is light and heat and is in a class by itself (not a gas, a
liquid or a solid). It is Combustive-seen and felt. Even alone, fire is violent and acts
with great physical force. It reacts with even greater force at interaction with it,
and fights wildly so that it may not be put out. It creates action in hopes of getting
a reaction due to its inner motivations. It is passionate and immoderate-showing or
resulting from strong feeling. It is furious, extreme and intense-tending to distort
the meaning of whatever interacts with it. It is excited, agitated, energetic,
assertive, dynamic, enthusiastic, idealistic, self-projecting, and always looking for
challenges-thus taking action for the benefit of itself.
Fire is the will and the spirit within the individual that motivates them to
aggressive action. It is a physical element that is responsive through action and
inspiration.
(The sun)-VITALITY, WILL, PURPOSE, POWER, AUTHORITY,
SOURCE OF CREATIVE ENERGY, SELF-AWARENESS, COURAGE, and SELF
EXPRESSION.-governs character, physical life force, is self-aware, has life spirit,
is creative, has will power, reveals the masculine side of a woman and the “male”
or “father” in men. Is patronizing, condescending, a flatterer, big-hearted,
magnanimous, dignified, rigid, uncompromising, habit-prone, pompous, arrogant,
egotistical, gushing and extravagant, individual, vitality, creative, courageous,
strong-willed, organizer who needs participation and accessibility, eccentric,
royal, overbearing and bombastic, loose, desires reciprocation, tends to throw his
weight about, “too big for his boots,” ruthless, noble, loyal, domineering, vain,
tough, consistent, exhibitionist, original, worldly achiever who is self-centered
and thrives on a fan base (this influence on their personality is because the nine
planets travel around the sun). Figuratively, Leo’s need for the people in their
lives to circle around them while they remain the center of attention, for their
ruler is the Sun-a star and so they have a need to be treated as such.
Plight: “Masculine”: proactive and provoking, aggressive and active,
electric, spontaneous and self-expressive.
Energy: Dynamic energy is direct, rather than waiting for things to come
to it. It faces the world boldly and defiantly. It is dominant, aggressive,
extroverted, assertive, and confrontational.
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Quality: Optimistic, idealistic, positive and sanguine in nature, confident,
footloose and fancy-free, the light-hearted, cheerful, forward-looking, progressive,
affirmative, cooperative, effective, impractical, constructive, useful, helpful,
serviceable, applicable, beneficial, gainful, good, salutatory, contributory, hopeful.
Disposition: Typically, odd numbered signs are extroverts. They tend to
focus their energies on things in and of the world outside themselves-they thrive
on and require energy from it while they contribute to it. Extroverts like action and
are usually verbally expressive and a very sociable people. They are most often
vociferous, forward, and extrospective. They like parties and are open and easy to
make friends. Extroverts much prefer to be active, active in that-they naturally
prefer to experience the world by being active in it. They need excitement and love
the hustle and bustle. They are risk-takers who tend to be impulsive-usually
neglecting (or refusing) to plan ahead. They are quick to answer, easy-going and
carefree with everyday matters in life. Extroverts prefer working in groupsbecause they need to have people to talk to, and for that reason-they do not like to
do any kind of concentrated efforts alone. They prefer a more unsystematic and
spontaneous way of life.
Instinct: Subjective (feelers) are receptive to the subject rather than the
object. They form opinions first, based on how they feel about an object and then
they observe (think) about the object-later. They react on what they feel rather than
what they think, as “feeling” is priority over thinking-to them. They do not process
objective thinking with ease, therefore it is easy for them to cope with feeling and
emotion rather than thought and deliberation.
Leo feels directly and overwhelmingly through provoking action to get a
reaction from their surroundings.
Dark Side: egotistical, domineering, authoritative, vain, bossy, falsely
modest, arrogant, overwhelming, dictatorial, too showy and extravagant, braggart,
falsely proud, haughty, too conscious of status symbols, promiscuous in the name
of romance, feisty, hard to control, attention seeking, tyrannous, self-absorbed,
excessively optimistic, proud and dignified, dogmatic, bullying, pompous,
snobbish, intolerant, fixed in opinions, patronizing, power-mad and conceited.
Light Side: generous spirit, trusting, energetic, fun, romantic, artsy,
demonstrative, magnanimous, creative, enthusiastic, a good organizer, broadminded
& “father” in men. Is patronizing, condescending, a flatterer, big-hearted, expansive,
sense of showmanship & drama, assertive, glamorous, glorious, aggressive,
warm,courageous, radiant, affectionate, individualistic, passionate, dramatic, optimistic,
lots of artistic flair, powerful, noble, strong, loyal, a leader, has a soothing and gentle
tenderness, has the protective charisma of an older sibling toward the weak..
Virtue: Demonstrative
Vice: Domineering
Nature: Magnetic & Courageous
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Virgo
Symbol: The “virgin.” Symbolic of virgin qualities because of the “purity”
associated with Virgo’s astrological analytical and examining characteristics as it
pertains to fact that Virgo is that “born again” phase of life and evolvement before the
Libra stage.
House & Motto: “I analyze” therefore I am your: daily responsibilities and
service to others. I am health, service, technique and method. I am equipped with
all the tools necessary for perfection of the self materially and physically which is
why I am the house of service and health.
I am the SIXTH house, the adult; serious, chaste and narrow-minded.
Since I am a responsible adult, I analyze everything around me to the point of
being overcritical and negative at times, which is how I react to my environment.
Element: Earth (a solid) is relatively firm, compact, hard, rigid, and
substantial.
Alone, it is serious, not superficial or trivial. It is emotionally restrained
and deliberate, secretive, strategic, reflective, and cautious so that it may make
sound judgment, observation and evaluation. Earth is steady, fixed, stable, and
does not tremble or totter. It is constant, unwavering, unfaltering, solid, resistant
to pressure, and does not easily change its shape. Its responses are restrained-for
fear of insecurity. It seeks perfection through deliberation and discrimination;
untrusting of that which they cannot see, smell, touch, taste or hear.
Earth is practical and responsive by examining worthiness via tangibility.
Planet: Mercury-MENTAL AND PHYSICAL DEXTERITY,
OBJECTIVITY, COMMUNICATION, RATIONAL THOUGHT, LOGIC,
REASON, SPEECH, LANGUAGE and LEARNING-intelligence, reason, mental
activity, good reasoning powers, is perceptive, clever, versatile, intellectual,
attentive to detail, critical thinker, informative, discriminating, deceitful, friendly,
slow but quick wit, volatile, hypercritical, forceful during arguments, anxious,
neurotic, obsessive, hyperactive, high strung temperament, snobbish, capable of
explosive outbursts, enigmatic, piercingly critical, inquisitive, uncontrolled
nervous energy bringing about mental strain and stagnation, bitingly sarcastic and
cynical.
Plight: “Feminine”: reactive upon being provoked, non-aggressive,
magnetic, withdrawn and passive.
Energy: Strategic energy is indirect and understands what is needed to
attract it. It faces the world timidly and yieldingly. It is introverted, reflective,
reserved, nurturing, clinging, cringing, overemotional, mean-spirited, vindictive,
fussy, intuitive, and non confrontational.
Quality: Pessimistic, realistic, negative and melancholic in nature, lessconfident, depressed, opposed, contrary, inimical, at odds, dissident, doubtful,
dubious, unwilling, unenthusiastic, bleak, dark, fatalistic, jaundiced, gloomy, sober,
mushy, contemplative, pensive, meditative, solemn, heavy-hearted.
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Disposition: Typically, even numbered signs are introverts. Introverts tend
to focus their energies on things in and of the world for themselves, and do not
thrive on or require energy from it (in order to contribute to it). They do not like a
lot of action and are usually non-verbally expressive and not a very sociable
people. Introverts are most often quiet, retiring and introspective. They dislike
parties and (by their selection and choice) have few friends and are reserved and
distant except when in the company of those intimate friends. They prefer to be
less “active”-less active in that they like to “study” the world and all that is in and
of it without having to be active in it (because they tend to dislike excitement and
hustle and bustle). Introverts are typically not risk takers and instead, are very
calculating rather than impulsive. They are slow to answer, and prefer to do any
kind of concentrated efforts alone. They are not very easy-going and carefree with
everyday matters in life because they tend to take life matters very seriously. They
prefer working alone rather than in groups and prefer an organized and systematic
way of life.
Instinct: Objective (thinkers) are receptive to the object rather than the
subject. They are not influenced by personal feelings and instead; think of the
object while forming an opinion, as “thinking” is priority over feeling-to them.
They do not process subjective feeling with ease, therefore it is easy for them to
think and deliberate rather than cope with emotion and feeling.
Virgo thinks practically.
Dark side: chaste, extremely opinionated, obsessive, prude, overly conservative, superficial, narrow-minded and negative, a fussy worry-wart, hypercritical,
over-fastidious, abnormally conventional, finicky, unromantic, cranky, timid,
pessimistic, inferiority complex, hairsplitting, workaholic, grouch, self-doubting
Lightside: exact, methodical, industrious and productive, intelligent,
unassuming, charming, discriminating, analytical, meticulous, modest, tidy, conscientious, organized, structured, helpful, dependable, precise, grounded, a perfectionist, clarity of thought, neat, courteous, of service to others, practical, honest with
self, orderly, practical, industrious, hard worker, health conscious, intellectually
alert.
Virtue: Unassuming & service-oriented. Analytical.
Vice: Narrow-mindedness. Over-analytical.
Nature: Discrimination & Practicality
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Libra
Symbol: The Scales. Symbolically associated with Libra, as the scales of
balance sought in self, and in life are by Libra: the seeker of fairness and balance in
order to maintain “relationship.”
House & Motto: “I balance” therefore I am: your primary relationships,
partnerships, marriage and legal concerns. I value relationship of self to significant
others first, then all other partnerships. It is in my house is where you will find
what you are most attracted to in others, so that they balance and become one in
order to bring about oneness and wholeness with the self and each other-equally. I
am opponents and enemies and all things that bring challenge into our lives in
hopes of balancing relationships as well as all that is opposite in order to bring
about peace and equality. It is in my house where one tries to bridge all gaps.
I am the SEVENTH house of marriage, balance and relationships and I can
be co-dependent. I sometimes work so hard at bringing about balance with self and
others to the point where I oscillate between two extremes, causing my scales to
tilt; which is how I react to my environment.
Element: Air (a gas) is unseen but felt. It is able to fill up any container
that holds it, but needs to expand indefinitely. It is neither a: combustive, a solid, or
a liquid. Alone, it is flexible, aggressive, dynamic, mental, idealistic, extroverted,
communicative as well as mentally active. Air’s temperament seeks all that is
accessible and needs to seek interaction with all environments. Its physical state is
turbulent and causes disturbance through its movement. It is disorderly, unruly,
boisterous, agitated, and tumultuous. Air is responsive through intellect and mental
processes.
Planet: Venus-HARMONY, UNISON, PERSONAL MAGNETISM,
COHESION, AESTHETICS, MELODY, RHYTHM, BALANCE, SYMMETRY,
ELEGANCE, TACTFULNESS and REFINEMENT- love and marriage; reveals
capacity for beauty, harmony, love and partnership. Gentle, kind and friendly. Is
socially graceful and charming. Adept in love and the social arts; adaptable,
spontaneous, unpredictable, freedom-loving, promiscuous, experimental,
emotionally, restless, appreciative of beauty, indecisive, inconstant, very touchy,
weak-willed and impractical, superficial, seeks depth in relationships, dependent on
others to the point of parasitical, difficult to live with, adventurous and tense.
Plight: “Masculine”: proactive and provoking, aggressive and active,
electric, spontaneous and self-expressive.
Energy: Dynamic energy is direct, rather than waiting for things to come
to it. It faces the world boldly and defiantly. It is dominant, aggressive,
extroverted, assertive, and confrontational.
Quality: Optimistic, idealistic, positive and sanguine in nature, confident,
footloose and fancy-free, light-hearted, cheerful, forward-looking, progressive,
affirmative, cooperative, effective, impractical, constructive, useful, helpful,
serviceable, applicable, beneficial, gainful, good, salutatory, contributory, hopeful.
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Disposition: Typically, odd numbered signs are extroverts. They tend to
focus their energies on things in and of the world outside themselves-they thrive
on and require energy from it while they contribute to it. Extroverts like action and
are usually verbally expressive and a very sociable people. They are most often
vociferous, forward, and extrospective. They like parties and are open and easy to
make friends. Extroverts much prefer to be active, active in that-they naturally
prefer to experience the world by being active in it. They need excitement and love
the hustle and bustle. They are risk-takers who tend to be impulsive-usually
neglecting (or refusing) to plan ahead. They are quick to answer, easy-going and
carefree with everyday matters in life. Extroverts prefer working in groupsbecause they need to have people to talk to, and for that reason-they do not like to
do any kind of concentrated efforts alone. They prefer a more unsystematic and
spontaneous way of life.
Instinct: Objective (thinkers) are receptive to the object rather than the
subject. They are not influenced by personal feelings and instead; think of the
object while forming an opinion, as “thinking” is priority over feeling-to them.
They do not process subjective feeling with ease, therefore it is easy for them to
think and deliberate rather than cope with emotion and feeling.
Libra thinks intellectually.
Dark Side: superficial, co-dependent, extravagant, flighty, co-dependent,
self-indulgent, in denial, indecisive, resentful, frivolous, changeable, flirtatious, easily
influenced by others, gullible, oscillates between extremes of indecision,
procrastinator, argumentative, pleasure-seeking, outwardly lazy, gullible, manipulative
through charm, feels inadequate if not in a relationship, restless, hates routine anything
Light Side: balanced, refined, artistic, prizes harmony and pleasant living
conditions, easy going in nature, diplomatic, idealistic, loving and romantic, easygoing,
friendly, sociable, gregarious, is just and seeks harmony, intelligent, charming, gentle,
harmonious, affectionate, orderly, versatile, exuberant, talkative
Virtue: Unifying, balancing & conscientious.
Vice: Self-indulgent & indecisive.
Nature: Objectivity
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Scorpio
Symbol: The scorpion-a nocturnal species found only outside lighted areas,
as the dark is his friend. If necessary, he will put the lights out of any unwelcome
visitor who dares to tread upon his underground of darkness.
House &Motto: “I desire” therefore I am: flair for business, your shared
resources, taxes, insurance, intimate relationships and transformation. I am
psychological and spiritual death. I am reinvention and the rise to the occasion. I
am sex and obsession.
I am the EIGHTH house of sex and desire, therefore I can be quite
obsessive with any and everything, which is how I react to my environment.
Element: Water (a liquid) is: flowing, and able to change its shape rapidly
without separating under pressure. It is absorbent and takes up all parts of itself.
Alone, water is tranquil, calm, serene, placid, quiet, still, and free from
emotional disturbance or agitation. It is motionless, steady, and even. Still waters
run deep. Water is absorbs its environment by way of intuition. Its temperament
manifests itself into any vessel or container that will hold it-because it is formless.
Water is intuitive, secretive, reflective, sensing, feeling, as well as strategic
and responds through emotion and sensitivity.
Planets: Mars-PERSONAL DRIVE, PASSION & AGGRESSION-energy,
decisiveness, motivation, physical energy and stamina, reveals how one acts out:
sexual impulses, passions, and sexual expression (in men and women). Bold,
tenacious, hard-worker, tough, persevering, compelling, authoritative, subtle,
extremist, cunning, desires, evangelical passions, assertive and harbors angry
passion. Strong leader especially in crisis, resolute, strongly sexed, exhibitionist,
brutal, obstinate, moods from one extreme to the next to none then back again,
ruthless, violent, harsh, cynical, irrational fears, sexual fantasies and phobias,
exacting, inclined to panic, hyperemotional, hypochondriac, cruel, sadistic,
wantonly destructive, high stress levels, arrogant, power-crazy, tough and
indifferent to detail.
also:
Pluto:ELIMINATION, TRANSFORMATION, REDEMPTION,
EXTRASENSORY PERCEPTION, DARKNESS, DEATH, REGENERATION,
OBSESSION and TRANSCENDENCE OF THE EGO-transformation and the ability
to reinvent, regenerative, renewing, healing, cleansing, rules drives and forces. Able
to bounce back after unfavorable circumstances, has a natural flair for big-business,
obsessive, seductive, discontented, financial security, is analytical. Reveals rejuvenation,
crisis, beginnings and endings. Power, self-destruction, rebirth, subconscious mind,
darkness, secretive and interested in the occult, unhealthy subconscious, underhanded,
sexual, sadistic, masochistic, manipulative, power-hungry, willful, bestial, and cruel.
Plight: “Feminine”: reactive upon being provoked, non-aggressive, magnetic,
withdrawn and passive.
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Energy: Strategic energy is indirect and understands what is needed to
attract it. It faces the world timidly and yieldingly. It is introverted, reflective,
reserved, nurturing, clinging, cringing, overemotional, mean-spirited, vindictive,
fussy, intuitive, and non confrontational.
Quality: Pessimistic, realistic, negative and melancholic in nature, lessconfident, depressed, opposed, contrary, inimical, at odds, dissident, doubtful,
dubious, unwilling, unenthusiastic, bleak, dark, fatalistic, jaundiced, gloomy, sober,
mushy, contemplative, pensive, meditative, solemn, heavy-hearted.
Disposition: Typically, even numbered signs are introverts. Introverts tend
to focus their energies on things in and of the world for themselves, and do not
thrive on or require energy from it (in order to contribute to it). They do not like a
lot of action and are usually non-verbally expressive and not a very sociable
people. Introverts are most often quiet, retiring and introspective. They dislike
parties and (by their selection and choice) have few friends and are reserved and
distant except when in the company of those intimate friends. They prefer to be
less “active”-less active in that they like to “study” the world and all that is in and
of it without having to be active in it (because they tend to dislike excitement and
hustle and bustle). Introverts are typically not risk takers and instead, are very
calculating rather than impulsive. They are slow to answer, and prefer to do any
kind of concentrated efforts alone. They are not very easy-going and carefree with
everyday matters in life because they tend to take life matters very seriously. They
prefer working alone rather than in groups and prefer an organized and systematic
way of life.
Instinct:Subjective (feelers) are receptive to the subject rather than the
object. They form opinions first, based on how they feel about an object and then
they observe (think) about the object-later. They react on what they feel rather than
what they think, as “feeling” is priority over thinking-to them. They do not process
objective thinking with ease, therefore it is easy for them to cope with feeling and
emotion rather than thought and deliberation.
Scorpio feels indirectly and subtly, through intuition, and eliciting reaction
from their surroundings.
Dark Side: obsessive, passionate and intense, destructive (of self and
others), has keen dislikes, very manipulative, overly powerful and domineering,
isolative, jealous, resentful, stubborn, obstinate and intractable, unnecessarily
secretive and suspicious, seductive, covert, controlling, fearful, ruthless, prying,
fanatical, revengeful, sadistic, self-hating, violent, never forgives (or forgets)
Light Side: independent, energetic, determined, has keen likes, re-inventive
and transforming, powerful feelings and emotions, strong sense of purpose, highly
imaginative, discerning, subtle, persistent and determined, soothing, mysterious, deep,
loyal, strong-willed, healing, regenerating, protective, sustaining, reassuring, passionate,
persistent, creative, strong will-power, magnetic and irresistible, gentle, insightful,
has amazing self control, non-threatening, amazingly intuitive, very sensual
Virtue: Transformation
Vice: Manipulation & abuse of power.
Nature: Intense
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Sagittarius
Symbol:The centaur. Half man/half horse, and is symbolically associated
with Sagittarius because of ancient belief in the healing ability and wisdom of the
horse in relation to mankind’s dual-natured intellect embodying it.
House &Motto: “I see” therefore I am: your social areas, higher
education, philosophy, religion, long distance travel and foreign concerns. I am the
projection of the self to new horizons, collective knowledge, morals and social
conduct.
I am the NINTH house of knowledge, and I have a never-ending curiosity
and wanderlust about life. I can be very exaggerated in my optimism and about my
philosophy, which is how I react to my environment.
Element: Fire is light and heat and is in a class by itself (not a gas, a
liquid or a solid). It is Combustive-seen and felt. Even alone, fire is violent and acts
with great physical force. It reacts with even greater force at interaction with it,
and fights wildly so that it may not be put out. It creates action in hopes of getting
a reaction due to its inner motivations. It is passionate and immoderate-showing or
resulting from strong feeling. It is furious, extreme and intense-tending to distort
the meaning of whatever interacts with it. It is excited, agitated, energetic,
assertive, dynamic, enthusiastic, idealistic, self-projecting, and always looking for
challenges-thus taking action for the benefit of itself.
Fire is the will and the spirit within the individual that motivates them to aggressive
action. It is a physical element that is responsive through action and inspiration.
Planet: Jupiter-EXPANSION, ABUNDANCE/GOOD FORTUNE,
PROSPERITY, BENEVOLENCE, ASPIRATION, MORALS, ETHICS,
OPTIMISM, WISDOM, & TRUST-good fortune, optimism, generosity, loyalty,
jovial, kind natured, compassionate, benefits, expansive ideas and vision, social
adaptation, well-directed powers, flair for languages, good at sports, reveals
personal ethics (as they grow older), philosophy and personal growth, lucky,
attitude of prosperity and abundance, wisdom, higher education, beliefs and
exploration. Plentiful, joyous, academically philosophical insight, cheerful, fearless
of future and believes fate is his/her friend, is excessive, and exaggerative,
fanatical, self-indulgent, dramatizes, philanthropic, meditative, blind optimism and
enthusiastic.
Plight: “Masculine”: proactive and provoking, aggressive and active,
electric, spontaneous and self-expressive.
Energy: Dynamic energy is direct, rather than waiting for things to come
to it. It faces the world boldly and defiantly. It is dominant, aggressive,
extroverted, assertive, and confrontational.
Quality: Optimistic, idealistic, positive and sanguine in nature, confident,
footloose and fancy-free, light-hearted, cheerful, forward-looking, progressive,
affirmative, cooperative, effective, impractical, constructive, useful, helpful,
serviceable, applicable, beneficial, gainful, good, salutatory, contributory, hopeful.
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Disposition: Typically, odd numbered signs are extroverts. They tend to
focus their energies on things in and of the world outside themselves-they thrive
on and require energy from it while they contribute to it. Extroverts like action and
are usually verbally expressive and a very sociable people. They are most often
vociferous, forward, and extrospective. They like parties and are open and easy to
make friends. Extroverts much prefer to be active, active in that-they naturally
prefer to experience the world by being active in it. They need excitement and love
the hustle and bustle. They are risk-takers who tend to be impulsive-usually
neglecting (or refusing) to plan ahead. They are quick to answer, easy-going and
carefree with everyday matters in life. Extroverts prefer working in groupsbecause they need to have people to talk to, and for that reason-they do not like to
do any kind of concentrated efforts alone. They prefer a more unsystematic and
spontaneous way of life.
Instinct: Subjective (feelers) are receptive to the subject rather than the
object. They form opinions first, based on how they feel about an object and then
they observe (think) about the object-later. They react on what they feel rather than
what they think, as “feeling” is priority over thinking-to them. They do not process
objective thinking with ease, therefore it is easy for them to cope with feeling and
emotion rather than thought and deliberation.
Sagittarius feels directly and overwhelmingly through provoking action to
get a reaction from their surroundings.
Dark Side: restless, impatient, unrealistic, erratic, sarcastic, overzealous,
obnoxious, gluttonous, unsatisfied, hard to control, frivolous, over-indulgent,
extravagant, impulsive, prone to exaggeration and extremism, tactless, reckless,
careless, blind optimism, boisterous, irresponsible and capricious, emotionally
confused, rude, fickle, feisty, undisciplined, overly frank, surprisingly insensitive at
times
Light Side: curious, nature loving, inspirational, candid, jovial, optimistic,
versatile, open-mined, adaptable, use of good judgment, philosophical, freedom-loving
outlook, sincere and frank, dependable, scrupulous (especially later in age),
enthusiastic, generous, independent, has blind courage, straightforward, free-spirited,
ambitious, cheerful, logical, honest, daring, energetic, thirsty for knowledge,
adventurous.
Virtue: Adaptation & Optimism.
Vice: Exaggeration. Blind optimism.
Nature: Expansive
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Capricorn
Symbol: The goat. The sure-footed, agile animal with the skid-proof
padded feet that are planted firmly on the ground with its heels digging deep into
the earths surface, fighting to make its way to the top.
House & Motto: “I use” therefore I am: your reputation, your career,
your social standing and responsibilities. I am money, status & reputation.
I am the TENTH house. I use-and I mean I utilize everything available to
me in order to make my way to the top no matter the cost, which is how I react to
my environment.
Element: Earth (a solid) is relatively firm, compact, hard, rigid, and
substantial.
Alone, it is serious, not superficial or trivial. It is emotionally restrained
and deliberate, secretive, strategic, reflective, and cautious so that it may make
sound judgment, observation and evaluation. Earth is steady, fixed, stable, and
does not tremble or totter. It is constant, unwavering, unfaltering, solid, resistant
to pressure, and does not easily change its shape. Its responses are restrained-for
fear of insecurity. It seeks perfection through deliberation and discrimination;
untrusting of that which they cannot see, smell, touch, taste or hear.
Earth is practical and responsive by examining worthiness via tangibility.
Planet: Saturn-LIMITATION, PERSEVERANCE, FORM, SHAPE,
STRUCTURE, PRUDENCE, ORGANIZATION, RESTRAINT, OBSTACLES,
CONCENTRATION, CONSOLIDATION, WISDOM and DISCIPLINE-rules
careers, personal growth, seeker of public recognition, reveals sense of
responsibility, loyalties, commitment to family and stability. Self-disciplined,
responsible, practical, persevering, cautious, constructive, patient, ambitious,
thrifty, solid, reliable, trustworthy, has good endurance and self-discipline, orderly,
concentrated, extremely determined, is tenacious, wise, willful, perfectionist, finely
discriminating, sober, pensive, reflective, introspective, retiring, reserved, no
stranger to hard work, limiting, has structure and narrow outlook, systematic,
passive, cold and distant, mean, selfish, despondent, narrow-minded, lack of
imagination, severe, acquisitive, dogmatic, apathetic, heartless, cruel, rigid,
manipulative, pessimistic, suffers depression, repressed, apathetic, fearful,
inhibiting, fatalistic, liable to panic, hardship and a life of sorrow or ill health.
Plight: “Feminine”: reactive upon being provoked, non-aggressive,
magnetic, withdrawn and passive.
Energy: Strategic energy is indirect and understands what is needed to
attract it. It faces the world timidly and yieldingly. It is introverted, reflective,
reserved, nurturing, clinging, cringing, overemotional, mean-spirited, vindictive,
fussy, intuitive, and non confrontational.
Quality: Pessimistic, realistic, negative and melancholic in nature, lessconfident, depressed, opposed, contrary, inimical, at odds, dissident, doubtful,
dubious, unwilling, unenthusiastic, bleak, dark, fatalistic, jaundiced, gloomy, sober,
mushy, contemplative, pensive, meditative, solemn, heavy-hearted.
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Disposition: Typically, even numbered signs are introverts. Introverts tend
to focus their energies on things in and of the world for themselves, and do not thrive
on or require energy from it (in order to contribute to it). They do not like a lot of
action and are usually non-verbally expressive and not a very sociable people. Introverts
are most often quiet, retiring and introspective. They dislike parties and (by their
selection and choice) have few friends and are reserved and distant except when in
the company of those intimate friends. They prefer to be less “active”-less active in
that they like to “study” the world and all that is in and of it without having to be
active in it (because they tend to dislike excitement and hustle and bustle). Introverts
are typically not risk takers and instead, are very calculating rather than impulsive.
They are slow to answer, and prefer to do any kind of concentrated efforts alone.
They are not very easy-going and carefree with everyday matters in life because they
tend to take life matters very seriously. They prefer working alone rather than in
groups and prefer an organized and systematic way of life.
Instinct: Objective (thinkers) are receptive to the object rather than the
subject. They are not influenced by personal feelings and instead; think of the
object while forming an opinion, as “thinking” is priority over feeling-to them.
They do not process subjective feeling with ease, therefore it is easy for them to
think and deliberate rather than cope with emotion and feeling.
Capricorn thinks practically.
Dark Side: afflicted with depression, unsympathetic, obstinate, overachiever
who worries and has a rigid outlook, opportunistic, pessimistic, conventional, a miserly
and mean “wet blanket,” overly conservative, dictatorial, insatiably ambitious, too
materialistic and pragmatic, selfish, narrow, snobbish, lonely, social climber,
conventional, security-seeking, overly serious, insensitive, lacks idealism, unromantic,
workaholic
Light Side: diplomatic, persevering, enduring, contributing, reserved,
ambitious, organizational, reliable, determined, careful, prudent, very strong sense of
discipline, patient, practical and organized, structured, industrious, productive,
persistent, hardworking, stable, sagacious, sure, tranquil and serene, conventional,
responsible, sensible, security-conscious.
Virtue: Responsible
Vice: Opportunism and Lack of empathy
Nature: Structured
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Aquarius
Symbol: The water bearer. Symbolically associated with the Gods who
nourish the earth with life giving energies, and water from a jug being poured from
its right hand.
House & Motto: “I know” therefore I am: your goals and the groups
you work with to achieve your goals. I am friendship, the social network of
relationships of self to group objectives and goals in order to become a more
humane society.
I am the ELEVENTH house of goals and friendship-but I know so much
to the point of rebellion. I can be eccentric and behave quite unorthodox to any
opposition of my idealistic views, which is how I react to my environment.
Element: Air (gas) is unseen but felt. It is able to fill up any container
that holds it, but needs to expand indefinitely. It is neither a: combustive, a solid,
or a liquid. Alone, it is flexible, aggressive, dynamic, mental, idealistic,
extroverted, communicative as well as mentally active. Air’s temperament seeks
all that is accessible and needs to seek interaction with all environments. Its
physical state is turbulent and causes disturbance through its movement. It is
disorderly, unruly, boisterous, agitated, and tumultuous. Air is responsive through
intellect and mental processes.
Planet: Uranus-INDIVIDUATION, INDEPENDENCE, CHANGE
(SUDDEN OR DISRUPTIVE) INNOVATION, INTUITION and HUMANE
INITIATIVES-the ability to experiment, innovate and make changes (sudden and
unexpected-unpredictably). Reveals recklessness, eccentric, rebellious, has a thrill
seeking side. Humanitarian, friendly, independent, kind, reforming, curious,
original, inventive, strong-willed, dedicated, crusader, versatile, idealistic, hates
restriction of any kind, liberated, freedom-loving, nonconformist, radical,
intuitive, authentic, determined, abrupt, desires frank relationship with another
person, seeks challenge, very outspoken, contrary, impetuous, controversial at
exposure, unorthodox, spontaneous, altruistic, platonic, genius, forward-looking.
Is cranky, determined to be different, perverse, abnormal, extremist, defiant,
divisive, unpredictable, revolutionary, explorative, independent, loner, detached,
progressive, disruptive, obsessive, inventive, willfully destructive, anarchistic,
fanatical, irresponsible.
also:
Saturn-PERSEVERANCE, ORGANIZATION, OBSTACLES and
CONSOLIDATION-distant, organizational ability, stubborn, idealist, loyal and
liable to panic.
Plight: “Masculine”: proactive and provoking, aggressive and active,
electric, spontaneous and self-expressive.
Energy: Dynamic energy is direct, rather than waiting for things to come
to it. It faces the world boldly and defiantly. It is dominant, aggressive,
extroverted, assertive, and confrontational.
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Quality: Optimistic, idealistic, positive and sanguine in nature, confident,
footloose and fancy-free, light-hearted, cheerful, forward-looking, progressive,
affirmative, cooperative, effective, impractical, constructive, useful, helpful,
serviceable, applicable, beneficial, gainful, good, salutatory, contributory, hopeful.
Disposition: Typically, odd numbered signs are extroverts. They tend to
focus their energies on things in and of the world outside themselves-they thrive
on and require energy from it while they contribute to it. Extroverts like action and
are usually verbally expressive and a very sociable people. They are most often
vociferous, forward, and extrospective. They like parties and are open and easy to
make friends. Extroverts much prefer to be active, active in that-they naturally
prefer to experience the world by being active in it. They need excitement and love
the hustle and bustle. They are risk-takers who tend to be impulsive-usually
neglecting (or refusing) to plan ahead. They are quick to answer, easy-going and
carefree with everyday matters in life. Extroverts prefer working in groupsbecause they need to have people to talk to, and for that reason-they do not like to
do any kind of concentrated efforts alone. They prefer a more unsystematic and
spontaneous way of life.
Instinct: Objective (thinkers) are receptive to the object rather than the
subject. They are not influenced by personal feelings and instead; think of the
object while forming an opinion, as “thinking” is priority over feeling-to them.
They do not process subjective feeling with ease, therefore it is easy for them to
think and deliberate rather than cope with emotion and feeling.
Aquarius thinks intellectually.
Dark Side: unfocused, erratic, impractical, overly intellectual, cold and
unfeeling, neurotic, absentminded, refusal to cooperate, impulsive, way too
idealistic, overly radical, egotistical, aloof, unpredictable, ungrounded, contrary,
emotionally confused, intractable, perverse, unemotional, rebellious, mute, eccentric, tactless, fixed in opinions, purposely unconventional
Light Side: honest, objective, conceptual, theoretical, intuitive, inclusive,
inquisitive, pioneering, exciting and charismatic, imaginative, inspirational, tolerant,
genius, freedom-loving, intelligent, social, friendly, amiable, humane, broad-minded,
kind, original, inventive, independent, intellectually inclined, loyal, detached, willing,
progressive outlook, reforming spirit, faithful, loyal, popular, a pace setter, probing,
a visionary.
Virtue: Humanitarianism
Vice: Rebellion
Nature: Individual
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Pisces
Symbol: Two the fish swimming in different directions is the symbol used
as representative of the inner conflict of the Pisces’ personology.
House & Motto: “I believe” therefore I am: your transconscious, the
unknown, the deepest and most profound gifts of life. I am also sorrow, escapism,
past karma-the storage place of events and consequence of past lives. I am the
hidden enemy. I am the aspect of your personality that works against your best
interests. I am confinement and self-abnegation. I am spiritual life, transconscious
mind, hidden resources and inner/spiritual treasures. I am capable of leading a life
with amazing spiritual revelations and inner guidance.
I am the TWELFTH house of submission, passivity, static and confusion,
which is how I react to my environment.
Element: Water (liquid) is: flowing, and able to change its shape rapidly
without separating under pressure. It is absorbent and takes up all parts of itself.
Alone, water is tranquil, calm, serene, placid, quiet, still, and free from
emotional disturbance or agitation. It is motionless, steady, and even. Still waters
run deep. Water is absorbs its environment by way of intuition. Its temperament
manifests itself into any vessel or container that will hold it-because it is formless.
Water is intuitive, secretive, reflective, sensing, feeling, as well as strategic
and responds through emotion and sensitivity.
Planets: Neptune-SPIRITUALITY, CREATIVITY, VISION, SELFSACRIFICE, EMPATHY, UNIVERSAL IN ORIENTATION, ILLUSION,
GLAMOUR, MYSTERY, SECLUSION and DECEPTION-illusions, cloudiness,
deceit, sentimentalism, diffusion, self-deceiving, impractical, unworldly, worrywart, imagination, vision, misconceptions, indecisive, suffers from delusions and
hallucinations, suicidal, careless, subtle, reveals the romantic side, romantic
fantasies. Reveals where we can be deceived and where we like to escape.
Neptune reveals idealism, subconscious, spirituality, intuition, intensely sensitive,
compassionate, inclusive, loving, mystical, introspective, enigmatic, secretive,
over-emotional and chaotic, daydreamer, escapist, muddled, lacks boundaries,
deceiving, emotionally directed and motivated, evasive, clairvoyant, artistically
creative, artistic expression: illusion, dance, and poetry.
Jupiter-EXPANSION, ABUNDANCE/GOOD FORTUNE, PROSPERITY,
BENEVOLENCE, ASPIRATION, MORALS, ETHICS, WISDOM, & TRUSTpersonal growth, philosophical insight, generosity, loyalty, kind-natured,
compassionate, well-directed powers, wisdoms, beliefs, over-emotional, vague,
indecisive, escapist, delusions, hallucinatory, religious mania, high strung and
hypersensitive.
Plight: “Feminine”: reactive upon being provoked, non-aggressive,
magnetic, withdrawn and passive.
Energy: Strategic energy is indirect and understands what is needed to
attract it. It faces the world timidly and yieldingly. It is introverted, reflective,
reserved, nurturing, clinging, cringing, overemotional, mean-spirited, vindictive,
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fussy, intuitive, and non confrontational.
Quality: Pessimistic, realistic, negative and melancholic in nature, lessconfident, depressed, opposed, contrary, inimical, at odds, dissident, doubtful,
dubious, unwilling, unenthusiastic, bleak, dark, fatalistic, jaundiced, gloomy, sober,
mushy, contemplative, pensive, meditative, solemn, heavy-hearted.
Disposition: Typically, even numbered signs are introverts. Introverts tend
to focus their energies on things in and of the world for themselves, and do not
thrive on or require energy from it (in order to contribute to it). They do not like a
lot of action and are usually non-verbally expressive and not a very sociable
people. Introverts are most often quiet, retiring and introspective. They dislike
parties and (by their selection and choice) have few friends and are reserved and
distant except when in the company of those intimate friends. They prefer to be
less “active”-less active in that they like to “study” the world and all that is in and
of it without having to be active in it (because they tend to dislike excitement and
hustle and bustle). Introverts are typically not risk takers and instead, are very
calculating rather than impulsive. They are slow to answer, and prefer to do any
kind of concentrated efforts alone. They are not very easy-going and carefree with
everyday matters in life because they tend to take life matters very seriously. They
prefer working alone rather than in groups and prefer an organized and systematic
way of life.
Instinct: Subjective (feelers) are receptive to the subject rather than the
object. They form opinions first, based on how they feel about an object and then
they observe (think) about the object-later. They react on what they feel rather
than what they think, as “feeling” is priority over thinking-to them. They do not
process objective thinking with ease, therefore it is easy for them to cope with
feeling and emotion rather than thought and deliberation.
Pisces feel indirectly and subtly, through intuition, and eliciting reaction
from their surroundings.
Dark Side: retiring, unlucky, often moody, indecisive, hallucinatory, selfdisillusioned, undefined, untruthful, martyred, vague, careless, secretive, easily
confused, unable to cope with the practical running of their lives, weak-willed,
disorderly, paranoid, powerless, ultra-sensitive, timid, apprehensive, masochistic, idle,
lying, escapist, dreamy, emotionally insecure, easily confused.
Light Side: selfless, imaginative, compassionate, kind, sensitive, reassuring,
flowing, unifying, psychic comprehension, non-threatening, illusionary,
romantic,spiritual, gentle, transcendent, humble, sympathetic, emotional, unworldly,
adaptable, impressionable, intuitive, receptive, spiritually aware, philosophic insight
and healing potential, poetic, soothing, a true visionary.
Virtue: Selflessness
Vice: Deceitfulness
Nature: Imaginative
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DISCOVERING YOUR KARMA MISSION
and PURPOSE in LIFE
A “Karma Mission” is simply an act of sharing what is innate in you.
We discover it usually by being inspired, entertained, encouraged or
empowered by something or someone else that we share this universe with.
Our karma mission and purpose in life is as much apart of us as our date
of birth.
It is [what I believe] something that was predestined for us-the
purposeful reason why we exist and co-exist.
We were born at a certain time, month, day and year-into an already
pre-planned mold of what we are supposed to do, and by way of that, we are
“kept track of.” However, as terrestrials with intuitive dominion over the life
form that we share; we are granted the privilege of living by free will, or a life in
default (to whatever circumstances or situations that are available to us-bad or
good). The Creator of the universe is so divine in order, balance and continuity
that just like the 4 seasons, 365 days per year, 52 weeks within the year, 24
hours within the day and 7days within a week; this “keeping track of” is It’s goal
for us too-to be kept track of (like the seasons and time). However, in order for
the world to go ‘round, it is essential that there is balance and imbalance,
obedience and disobedience, order and disorder: however, our time, month, day
and year that we were born is an order and where our pre-destiny lies. But until
it is discovered (by being inspired, entertained, encouraged or empowered), we
remain on that continuum of the world going ‘round, and the universe checks in
on us-to see how we are living (or not living). I believe that our spiritual nudges
come in the form of what we feel about what we are doing, and what we are
feeling by how we are living. Our personal success, our self-worth, our lives,
and our personal contentment is contingent upon the order of things that we
follow in our practical and tangible lives, and as well, our spiritual and immaterial
lives-both: in balance.
Now that you have learned “First Things First” (everything about your
personological self- from pages 1-183 of this book) let’s get down to the
business of “Discovering Your Karma Mission and Purpose in Life.”
(You should’ve already written down what your
sun+moon+rising sign’s are on page 78).
The interesting thing about charting your sun, moon, and rising sign’s
mission in life is that whatever mission your diluted sun, moon and rising is; your
concentrated sun, moon and rising mission will be the same. Let’s review how
this is so:
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YOU DILUTED

<—————————> YOU CONCENTRATED____________>

if you are Aries sun ,or moon, or rising
if you are Taurus sun, or moon ,or rising

then you are also

(both are)

Libra-concentrated sun or moon or rising (CARDINAL)

then you are also

Scorpio-concentrated sun or moon or rising (FIXED)

if you are Gemini sun, or moon, or rising

then you are

Sagittarius-concentrated sun, or moon, rising (MUTABLE)

if you are Cancer sun, or moon, or rising

then you are

Capricorn-concentrated sun, or moon, or rising (CARDINAL)

if you are Leo sun, or moon, or rising
if you are Virgo sun, or moon, or rising

then you are
then you are

Aquarius-concentrated sun, or moon, rising (FIXED)
Pisces-concentrated sun, or moon, or rising (MUTABLE)

CARDINAL
FIXED
MUTABLE
(LEADERS) (ORGANIZERS) (COMMUNICATERS)
Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces
All 12 signs Lead, Organize & Communicate in different ways.
Let’s Talk About the Role of a:
LEADER, an ORGANIZER and a COMMUNICATER:
To LEAD: When one leads, he directs the operations, performance or activity of a
thing for which he is the head of. He is orchestration-so as to bring about a
definite result.
To ORGANIZE: When one organizes, he develops an organic structure of a thing
and forms it into a complete and functioning whole. He sets up an administrative
structure for, arranges systematically, and plans a united effort. He unionizes,
institutionalizes, finds, and establishes.
To COMMUNICATE: When one communicates, he makes known-a thing and
passes some thing from one to another. He transmits. He joins and connects that
which, by way of communicating, information or opinion is transmitted or
exchanged.

Your rising sign is the sign from which you “Discover Your Karma
Mission and Purpose in Life.” To introduce you to your Karma Mission and
Purpose in Life, as an example, we will use my own Sun, Moon, and Rising signs:
LEADER———>Cancer-Capricorn (sun sign)——>Ego (DEFAULT or FREE WILL)
ORGANIZER———>Taurus-Scorpio (moon sign)———>Id (DEFAULT or FREE WILL)
COMMUNICATER—————>Virgo-Pisces (rising sign)———>SPIRIT (DESTINY)

This next section is set up for you to focus on your rising sign only, and
the charts are specifically for your rising/Spirit sign. I will also show you just how
each rising sign Leads, Organizes and Communicates, and by way of that; what
job, occupations and careers are best tailored to your rising/spirit signs’ Karma
Mission and Purpose in Life.
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Cardinal
Cardinal signs:
Aries-----and------Libra
Cancer-----and------Capricorn
...reveal interests and personal qualities.
They are the signs of the zodiac that are born leaders, initiators and champions
of many causes who are highly motivated and exhibit qualities of leadership.
They possess characteristics of directness and preciseness.
They are first, foremost primary, elementary, chief, main, key, paramount,
highest, greatest, uppermost, underlying essential and intrinsic.
They are dominating, predominating, on top, ahead, underlying, and
indispensable. They are usually frank, candid and uncomplicated in their efforts
or goals of productivity and are at their best and happiest when they are selfemployed, the boss, or the heads of things.
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ARIES’ KARMA MISSION and PURPOSE in LIFE is to LEAD

Aries leads by impulsion: creatively.
Undoubtedly a cardinal sign due to their forceful energy & assertiveness.
They meet demands head on & are opposed to competition.
They possess explosive ambition which makes them cardinal.
Aries is undoubtedly a cardinal sign due to their forceful energy and
assertiveness. They meet demands head on, and are opposed to competition and
possess explosive ambition, which makes them a natural cardinal sign.
They have a competitive nature, they are strong-willed, enthusiastic and vibrant.
Because of their enterprising nature and entreprenueral spirit; they thrive in
commission-based jobs where bonus pay is a benefit.
Aries’ are also impulsive, outgoing and brave by nature.
See last two paragraphs on page 185. Here are some of the BEST
PROFESSIONS to consider (although via your sun or moon sign, but
especially if Aries is your rising sign):
-military
-athletics
-engineering
-fireman
-leader
-police officer
-promotions
-advertising
-public relations
-soldiers
-rescue workers
-fields of government
-politics
-recreation
-television
-adventurers
-explorers
Keep in mind that these are just a few occupations which ARIES/rising/
spirit would be successful in and where his/her spiritual Karma Mission and
Purpose in Life will be found.
When selecting occupations that are best suited for discovering your
karma mission and purpose in life, select them by reviewing:
-ARIES’ and LIBRA’S mission to LEAD (as defined on top of page 185)
-LIBRA (on next page-188)
-All About ARIES’ (page 160-161) and All About LIBRA (page 172-173)
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LIBRA’S KARMA MISSION and PURPOSE in LIFE is to LEAD

Libra leads by uniting and relating.
Surprisingly a cardinal sign considering how indecisive they are by nature.
It is their grace and charm that usually puts them in the lineup for cardinal sign
of leadership as it is just that-their charm, grace and air element that puts them
in the running of the cardinal game-leading the way.
They are usually good-looking, entertaining, gracious and charming.
Relationships and bridging gaps are very important to them-so they are usually
cooperative as they are people-persons who usually do not like going off into a
some dark corner alone at work or play.
They thrive best being social in busy and environments that are buzzing about.
With Venus in their planet, they are drawn to the arts and love interacting with
an audience.
See last two paragraphs on page 185. Here are some of the BEST
PROFESSIONS to consider (although via your sun or moon sign, but
especially if Libra is your rising sign):
-music
-interior design
-mediators
-professions involving relationships
-artist
-dance
-acting
-diplomat
-dancer
-salesperson
-host
-negotiator
-travel agent
-supervisor
Keep in mind that these are just a few occupations which LIBRA/rising/
spirit would be successful in and where his/her spiritual Karma Mission and
Purpose in Life will be found.
When selecting occupations that are best suited for discovering your
karma mission and purpose in life, select them by reviewing:
-LIBRA’S and ARIES’ mission to LEAD (as defined on top of page 185)
-ARIES’ (previous page-187)
-All About LIBRA (page 172-173) and All About ARIES’ (page 160-161)
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CANCER’S KARMA MISSION and PURPOSE IN LIFE is to LEAD
Cancer leads by intuition: emotionally.
Surprisingly cardinal considering how reserved, unassertive and introverted they
most often are. However, they have what it takes to accomplish their goals and
are productive in doing so.
Cancer’s tenacious efforts put them far ahead of the game, which is what makes
them a cardinal personality, as they are determined as well as courageous on the
behalf of other people and especially children and family.
They are very protective.
They do well in jobs that require nurturing and taking care of things (and
people) but make no mistake about it, their care of things and people extended
further than babies, family, children and puppies, they make excellent executive
and are naturals at being in charge.
Natural problem solvers and imaginative; they are the ones to go to for advice
and they handle responsibility with ease and expertise.’

See last two paragraphs on page 185. Here are some of the BEST
PROFESSIONS to consider (although via your sun or moon sign, but
especially if Cancer is your rising sign):
-lawyers
-homemaker
-cook
-teachers/pre-school teacher/ childcare
-interior design
-gardner
-architecture
-prophet
-CEO
-human resources
-clairvoyant
-nurse
-social worker
-home-care provider
-agriculturalist
-soldiers
Keep in mind that these are just a few occupations which CANCER/rising/
spirit would be successful in and where his/her spiritual Karma Mission and
Purpose in Life will be found.
When selecting occupations that are best suited for discovering your
karma mission and purpose in life, select them by reviewing:
-CANCER’S & CAPRICORN’S mission to LEAD (as defined on top of page 185)
-CAPRICORN’S (next page-190)
-All About CANCER (page 166-167) and All About CAPRICORN (page 178-179)
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CAPRICORN’S KARMA MISSION and PURPOSE IN LIFE is to LEAD

Capricorn leads by worldly success.
Ambition is their middle name.
They are natural cardinal signs in that they are very opposed to being
dominated. They are the most determined and ambitious of the zodiac and are
always motivated to take the lead.
They are happiest when challenged, as they are presistent and determined and
like the sure-footed goat the represents them, by any means necessary; will do
whatever it takes to get to and maintain their place a the top in a life of worldy
success.
As leaders, the are responsible and conscientious and will not exactly turn their
nose up at earning power.
They are workaholics.
They lead with an iron fist and run a tight shift-all rules are strictly enforced, as
they know the benefits of playing by the rules.
If you want it done right and on schedule-don’t do it yourself, grab hold of a
Capricorn.
They hate competition and will only back down if they are the winner.
Those characteristics certainly put Capricorn ahead of the game of cardinal
leadership.
See last two paragraphs on page 185. Here are some of the BEST
PROFESSIONS to consider (although via your sun or moon sign, but
especially if Capricorn is your rising sign):
-manager
-undertaker
-administrator
-banking
-editor
-real estate
-investments
-IT
-politics
-administration
-business
Keep in mind that these are just a few occupations which CAPRICORN/
rising/spirit would be successful in and where his/her spiritual Karma Mission and
Purpose in Life will be found.
When selecting occupations that are best suited for discovering your
karma mission and purpose in life, select them by reviewing:
-CAPRICORN’S & CANCER’S mission to LEAD (as defined on top of page 185)
-CANCER’S (previous page-189)
-All About CAPRICORN (page 178-179) and All About CANCER (page 166-167)
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Fixed
Fixed signs:
Taurus-----and------Scorpio
Leo-----and------Aquarius
...reveal values and how to use them.
They fiercely avoid change.
They hold grudges, are stubborn, unstable and inflexible, especially where their
opinions lie.
They are stationary, immovable, firmly implanted, motionless, still, placid, set,
rooted, constant, persistent, resolute, and rigid.
They are not varying-they are fluctuating but determined, steady, organizers;
unwavering and unyielding by nature.
They are also persevering and concentrated in their efforts and are very
uncompromising, as well as habit-prone.
Fixed signs have to be in a position to not only delegate authority; but they have
to be the one needed at all times, as they work best when they are in control.
They need to be the ones who are at the center holding both ends together.
They have to know that without them, one or both ends will fall.
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TAURUS’ KARMA MISSION and PURPOSE is to ORGANIZE.

Taurus organizes by way of personal resources.
They are natural conformists, who are also loyal and patriotic by nature and hate
any challenging of the status quo because they are acutely aware that there is
strength in numbers. They insist on stability-it is what they most enjoy. They
work hard where there is a guarantee and especially-a money-back guarantee.
Taurus’ appreciate good: salary, benefits of-vacation time and job stability and
for that, will remain loyal. Honest, patient, determined and methodical; they are
the member you want to have on your team, as they are extremely dependable.
That, as well as their solid and immovable element of earth is what puts them in
the running for being a fixed sign of the zodiac.
See last two paragraphs on page 185. Here are some of the BEST
PROFESSIONS to consider (although via your sun or moon sign, but
especially if Taurus is your rising sign):
-real estate
-banking
-florist
-educator
-lawyer
-chef
-luxury item sales/service
-accounting
-singer | actor | musician
-receptionist
-dancer
-sculptor
-designer
-engineer
-agriculturalist
-clothing designer
-landscaper
-poet
-announcer
-public speaker
Keep in mind that these are just a few occupations which TAURUS/rising/
spirit would be successful in and where his/her spiritual karma mission and
purpose in life will be found.
When selecting occupations that are best suited for discovering your
karma mission and purpose in life, select them by reviewing:
-TAURUS’ & SCORPIO’s mission to ORGANIZE (as defined on top of page 185)
-SCORPIO (next page-193)
-All About TAURUS (page 162-163) and All About SCORPIO (page 174-175)
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SCORPIO’S KARMA MISSION and PURPOSE is to ORGANIZE

Scorpio organizes by way of will power.
They are naturally confident in the power of their own mind, violently resists
change and is naturally one-track minded and can refuse to see the views of
others.
Where business is concerned-can be a bit power mad and monopolizing.
Intuitive, they are excellent at cross-examining people, situations and things; as
they are intense and able to block out any distractions and can focus like a red
laser beam to its target without faltering. They tend to be intimidating, bestial,
drawn to abnormal things and wants to know what makes people and things
“tick.”
Their nature is drawn to mysery, the occult and the darkside of things-as
mythology would have it, Scorpio is associated with Hades-God of the
Underworld.
In business, they require independence and trust and have a flair for business of
the big kind.
See last two paragraphs on page 185. Here are some of the BEST
PROFESSIONS to consider (although via your sun or moon sign, but
especially if Scorpio is your rising sign):
-military
-surgeon
-physicist
-engineer
-educator
-psychotherapist
-lawyer
-business (all business)
-undertaker
-chemist | scientist
-investment banker
-detective
-metaphysician
-healer
Keep in mind that these are just a few occupations which SCORPIO/rising/
spirit would be successful in and where his/her spiritual karma mission and
purpose in life will be found.
When selecting occupations that are best suited for discovering your
karma mission and purpose in life, select them by reviewing:
-SCORPIO’s and TAURUS mission to ORGANIZE (as defined on top of page 185)
-TAURUS (previous page-192)
-All About SCORPIO (page 174-175) and All About TAURUS (page 162-163)
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LEO’S KARMA MISSION and PURPOSE is to ORGANIZE

Leo organizes by way of personality.
They naturally dislike change because of their innate laziness (despite their
ambition, courage and fire element)-they lack personal stamina. Leo will not
fight until the bitter end but at the same time, will not remove himself from his
stance on anything. Leo’s are courageous, dynamic, independent and perform
best when encouraged to be spontaneous or in authority. They work best in
high-profile fields and when the spotlight is on them. They thrive best in jobs or
careers where they are not micro-managed and ones that bring them status and
power. They are prone to high-maintenance and uncooperative to team
environment with which they are not the authority or star of but wherever they
disrupt; their charm usually makes all that goes bad-better.
See last two paragraphs on page 185. Here are some of the BEST
PROFESSIONS to consider (although via your sun or moon sign, but
especially if Leo is your rising sign):
-actor
-pioneer
-fashion designer
-executive
-artist
-tour guide
-interior decorator
-head coach
-real estate agent
-athlete
-doctors
-lawyers
-executives | CEO | head of state or government
-salesperson
-anything with children
-performer
-foreman
-positions of authority
Keep in mind that these are just a few occupations which LEO/rising/spirit
would be successful in and where his/her spiritual Karma Mission and Purpose in
Life will be found.
When selecting occupations that are best suited for discovering your
karma mission and purpose in life, select them by reviewing:
-LEO’S and AQUARIUS’ mission to ORGANIZE (as defined on top of page 185)
-AQUARIUS (next page-195)
-All About LEO (page 168-196) and All About AQUARIUS (page 180-181)
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AQUARIUS’ KARMA MISSION and PURPOSE is to ORGANIZE

Aquarius organizes by way of their aspirations and avant garde ideas.
They are naturally rebellious, set in their ways, unorthodox, curious & adventurous.
They are too freedom-loving for the corporate structure, and never satisfied with
the same way things are/have been getting done.
They are always looking for a fresh approach to things.
They reject anything and anyone that undermines their idealistic views on thingsthat puts them in the running for being a fixed sign.
See last two paragraphs on page 185. Here are some of the BEST
PROFESSIONS to consider (although via your sun or moon sign, but
especially if Aquarius is your rising sign):
-construction
-humanitarian
-administration
-mining
-any technical field
-science
-organic farmer
-civic organization
-computers
-metaphysics
-electronics
-media
-astrology
-aviator
-psychology
-social activist (political and social)
-astronomy
-radio
-designer
-theorists
-inventors
-electrician
-musician (instrumental)
Keep in mind that these are just a few occupations which AQUARIUS/
rising/spirit would be successful in and where his/her spiritual karma mission and
purpose in life will be found.
When selecting occupations that are best suited for discovering your
karma mission and purpose in life, select them by reviewing:
-AQUARIUS’ and LEO’s mission to ORGANIZE (as defined on top of page 185)
-LEO’s (previous page-194)
-All About AQUARIUS (page 180-181) and All About LEO (page 168-169)
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Mutable
Mutable signs:
Pisces-----and------Virgo
Gemini-----and------Sagittarius

reveal the outer perimeters of life: mental, emotional & spiritual health as well as
education. Mutable signs of the zodiac are mixed-natured, flexible and adaptable,
volatile, changeable and inconsistent by nature. They naturally adapt to change
and possess a wide variety of interests. They connect, communicate, relate and
are transformable. They are versatile, pliable, adjustable. They need to be in a
position where they are free to circulate their ideas as well as their ideals in
whatever they choose. With whatever, as long as they can be flexible, then they
are happy. Anything is fine with them as long as they are able to circulate, travel
& move around in mind and/or body and/or spirit.
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PISCES’ KARMA MISSION and PURPOSE is to COMMUNICATE
Pisces communicate by way of creativity and imagination.
They are considered the “old soul” of the signs because they are the last sign of
the zodiac, and evolving to reach Pisces’ astrological stage of evolution is the
personological goal (see page 83/ the italicized paragraph and page 91/last 2
paragraphs).
Pisces’are passionate where creativity is concerned and do very well in the arts.
Borderline psychic; they are highly intuitive and sensitive to their environment
and have a knack for knowing what each and every person needs-for them:
individually.
See last two paragraphs on page 185. Here are some of the BEST PROFESSIONS to consider (although via your sun or moon sign, but especially if
Pisces is your rising sign):
-construction
-artist
-charity work
-the arts
-nurse
-philanthropist
-writing
-philosophy
-film/photography
-mysticism
-psychology
-physical therapist
-occultism
-acting
-veterinarian
-hairstylist
-clairvoyant
-physician
-poet
Keep in mind that these are just a few occupations in which the PISCES/
rising/spirit would be successful in and where his/her spiritual Karma Mission and
Purpose in Life will be found.
When selecting occupations that are best suited for discovering your
karma mission and purpose in life, select them by reviewing:
-PISCES’ & VIRGO’s mission to COMMUNICATE (as defined on top of page 185)
-VIRGO (next page-198)
-All About PISCES (page 182-183) and All About VIRGO (page 170-171)
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VIRGO’S KARMA MISSION and PURPOSE is to COMMUNICATE
Virgo connects and communicates through practicality.
They are not put off by change and are surprisingly adaptable and
communicative, which put them in the running for being a mutable sign of the
zodiac.They are perfectionists who excel in detail-oriented professions because
the (pratically and discriminately) retain and memorize everything.
They are expert abstract thinkers who offer sharp wit to any situation and do
exceptionally well working where gratuity is involved. Virgo’s tend to be neat
and tidy, to a hair-splitting and annoying fault.
See last two paragraphs on page 185. Here are some of the BEST
PROFESSIONS to consider (although via your sun or moon sign, but
especially if Virgo is your rising sign):
-critic
-edting
-technician
-all healthcare
-writing
-service oriented fields
-translator
-research
-foreign language
-psychiatrist
-profiler
-accountant
-librarian
-statistician
-secretary
-detective
-teaching
-journalism
-agent of all fields
-scientist
Keep in mind that these are just a few occupations which VIRGO/rising/
spirit would be successful in and where his/her spiritual Karma Mission and
Purpose in Life will be found.
When selecting occupations that are best suited for discovering your
karma mission and purpose in life, select them by reviewing:
-VIRGO’S & PISCES’ mission to COMMUNICATE (as defined on top of pg 185)
-PISCES (previous page-197)
-All About VIRGO (page 170-171) and All About PISCES (page 182-183)
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GEMINI’S KARMA MISSION and PURPOSE is to COMMUNICATE

Gemini connects through communication.
They are mutable because as with their air element, they hate restriction,
fixity and routine of any kind.
They are generally optimistic people with lots of energy who do well where they
are encouraged to be expressive rather than boggled down by tradition,
procedure and routine norms-they thrive under pressure.
They are extremely unhappy and agitated in any situation that doesn’t involve
change and are most comfortable with anything intellectually stimulating.
Anything tedious and repetitive would agitate them as well.
Social networking and travel suits them well.
Due to their dual-nature, they thrive in the hustle and bustle and must have a lot
going on around them.
See last two paragraphs on page 185. Here are some of the BEST
PROFESSIONS to consider (although via your sun or moon sign, but especially
if Gemini is your rising sign):
-book seller
-technical support
-teacher
-publisher
-rescue worker
-switchboard operator
-editor
-clerk
-stockbroker
-agent in all fields
-media
-architect
-journalism
-speaking
-lecturer
-broadcaster
-machine operator
Keep in mind that these are just a few occupations which GEMINI/rising/
spirit would be successful in and where his/her spiritual Karma Mission and
Purpose in Life will be found.
When selecting occupations that are best suited for discovering your
karma mission and purpose in life, select them by reviewing:
-GEMINI’S & SAG’s Mission to COMMUNICATE (as defined on top of page 185)
-SAGITTARIUS (next page-200)
-All About GEMINI (page 164-165) and All About SAGITTARIUS (page 176-177)
-199-

SAGITTARIUS’ KARMA MISSION and PURPOSE is to COMMUNICATE

Sagittarius connects and communicates through philosophy or knowledge.
They are always on the move-be it a new lover, project, job or goal.
They are ethical but make fair and easygoing superiors.
Good decision makers, loves travel, outdoors and long distances.
They are always full of energy as they are outgoing and optimistic, likable and
witty; good at defusing tense situations with humor and tact.
They are very curious about life and open to whatever new challenges and
experiences it may bring due to their natural capacity for optimism and
wanderlust but does not like bothersome details-routine drains them.
They are philosophical and spiritual.
See last two paragraphs on page 185. Here are some of the BEST
PROFESSIONS to consider (although via your sun or moon sign, but especially
if Sagittarius is your rising sign):
-counseling
-animal trainer
-editor
-public relations
-minister
-promoter
-philosopher
-humanities
-professor
-publishing
-judge
-athlete
-philanthropist
-anything in the law field
-politics
-coach
-travel agent
Keep in mind that these are just a few occupations which SAGITTARIUS/
rising/spirit would be successful in and where his/her spiritual Karma Mission and
Purpose in Life will be found.
When selecting occupations that are best suited for discovering your
karma mission and purpose in life, select them by reviewing:
-SAG’s and GEMINI’s Mission to COMMUNICATE (as defined on top of pg 185)
-GEMINI’s (previous page-199)
-All About SAGITTARIUS (page 176-177) and All About GEMINI (page 164-165)

-200-

-

“A lifetime spent in good & useful purposes will be rewarded by coming back in a higher
form...”
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